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Abstract

The development of a fire within a compartment represents an event of both theoretical 

and practical interest, displaying a variety of nonlinear behaviour. Of particular 

importance is the flashover transition, whereby a small fire undergoes a rapid 

intensification to engulf the whole compartment. In this thesis we examine the influence 

o f the controlling parameters, on the qualitative nonlinear behaviour of three different 

simplified compartment fire models, by applying some of the techniques of nonlinear 

dynamics.

The variation in response of a nonlinear model, indicated by some representative 

quantity (e.g. temperature) as a particular distinguished parameter varies, can be traced 

out to produce a bifurcation diagram. The effect of the remaining auxiliary control 

parameters can then be mapped out by locating the boundaries or varieties which 

separate the different qualitative types of bifurcation diagram exhibited by the model. 

Such varieties are defined in terms of the singularities of the function(s) defining the 

model, and its derivatives. We show that these definitions can be extended to include 

the transition points between fuel and ventilation controlled burning exhibited by 

compartment fire models. Path following techniques are also presented as a means of 

obtaining bifurcation diagrams and varieties numerically.

These techniques are applied to construct parameter maps and classify the possible 

bifurcation diagram types for three different simplified compartment fire models, 

incorporating the effect of; radiation feedback from the compartment, vitiation of the 

compartments oxygen atmosphere and varying combustion efficiency. Based upon this 

analysis, an index is derived as a means of evaluating the flashover potential of a given 

compartment.

Finally a comparison of experimental data obtained for two thermoplastic fuels is made, 

confirming the occurrence of the qualitative nonlinear features predicted theoretically, 

and in particular the critical nature of the flashover transition.
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1. Introduction

In the modem world, economic factors and new construction methods for modem 

buildings change rapidly and the potential consequences of poor design and organization 

are disastrous, as all too poignantly illustrated by fires in the Bradford City Football 

Stadium of 1985 and on the King’s Cross Underground of November 1987 which killed 

56 and 31 people respectively.

The King’s Cross fire starkly illustrated the need for theoretical based fire studies to 

complement empirically based methods. Further, in the aftermath of that particular 

tragedy, deterministic models played a valuable, if not cmcial, role in determining the 

events which might have lead to such a fire. The last decade has seen a substantial 

increase in the mathematical modelling of fire development within buildings. In 

particular, a number of deterministic models have been developed to characterise the 

dynamical behaviour of compartment fires within buildings and their usage will almost 

certainly increase as fire safety engineers attempt to evaluate fire hazard and risk. 

Models of this kind have a two-fold importance; (a) in direct practical terms such as 

assessment of a specific design, and (b) to aid the understanding of the fundamental 

processes of fire growth.

A key concept in understanding the disastrous spread of fire in an enclosed space is the 

flashover phenomenon, whereby a relatively small, localised, fire can suddenly undergo 

a rapid increase in its rate of growth and intensity, to engulf the entire compartment. 

Such an effect may have played a key role in both the Bradford City football stadium 

fire and the King’s Cross Underground fire. In a compartment, flashover is 

characterised by a sharp increase in both the burning rate of the fire itself and the 

temperature of the hot gas layer which forms above it. The sudden, critical nature of 

the flashover transition suggests that a nonlinear process is at work.

The primary aim of this thesis is to explore some of the variety of nonlinear behaviour 

exhibited by a selection of simplified compartment fire models, focusing in particular
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on the flashover phenomena, by applying the techniques of nonlinear dynamics.

It should be noted from the outset that the analysis is, for the most part, limited to 

examining the steady state (and multiplicity) behaviour of the compartment fire models 

considered. Nevertheless, this is an important first step, since a complete understanding 

of the equilibria of a given system is often a prerequisite for the understanding o f its 

dynamic behaviour. Furthermore, this limitation is not as restrictive as it might at first 

sight seem, since by assuming quasi-static variation of control parameters it is possible 

to infer dynamic behaviour from the underlying steady state response, thus allowing, 

for example, dynamic jump phenomena to be associated with the corresponding 

bifurcations of the steady state system.

Turning to a closer examination of the contents of the thesis. Chapter 2 introduces some 

basic concepts of combustion and fire dynamics such as heat transfer, chemical kinetics, 

flames and free burning of liquid and solid fuels. It then moves on to discuss the 

elements of compartment fire modelling and the critical flashover transition, mentioning 

some major disasters involving flashover and presenting the treatment of flashover as 

a thermal criticality. Finally four mathematical models of fire growth in a compartment 

are formulated; the simplified radiation feedback model, which considers the influence 

of radiation feedback from the hot gas layer which forms in the upper part of the 

compartment, the Thomas vitiation model, which incorporates the effect o f the 

compartment atmosphere becoming vitiated and its oxygen concentration being reduced, 

the Takeda combustion efficiency model, which attempts to take into account the 

variation o f the efficiency of the combustion process in terms of the mixing time and 

residence time o f gases present in the compartment and finally an extended feedback 

model, incorporating an improved treatment of the energy balance within the 

compartment, suitable for the more quantitative comparisons with experimental data 

presented in Chapter 6

Chapter 3 introduces the basic tools for exploring the steady state behaviour of 

nonlinear models; bifurcation theory and numerical path following methods. Together
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these techniques allow the dependence of steady state solutions on the control 

parameters and the boundaries or varieties separating regions of parameter space with 

different qualitative behaviour to be traced out.

In Chapter 4, the techniques of nonlinear dynamics are applied to exploring the 

behaviour of the compartment fire models previously defined in Chapter 2. They are 

used to obtain parameter maps and corresponding bifurcation diagrams showing the 

effect of control parameters on the models qualitative behaviour

Chapter 5 examines two methods for predicting the occurrence of flashover and thus 

estimating the likelihood of flashover occurring in a given compartment.

In Chapter 6 , a comparison of both the qualitative and quantitative behaviour predicted 

by the improved feedback model, defined in Chapter 2 is made, with data obtained from 

scale model experiments for two thermoplastic fuels. The experiments for polyethylene 

fuel, were conducted on a 0.4 m box, as part of a collaborative research project 

between the Centre for Nonlinear Dynamics at UCL and the Fire Safety Unit at 

Edinburgh University. The photograph sequence of fire development in the scale 

compartment, shown in chapter 6 , gives an indication of the dramatic nature of the 

flashover transition and the intensity of the external flaming generated as a result. 

Indeed, the intense heat generated by the flames sweeping out of the vent, is sufficient 

to force a spectator to make a hasty retreat!

Finally, chapter 7 concludes by summarising the findings of the thesis and briefly looks 

at what directions future research might take.
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2. Fire dynamics and compartment fîre

2.1 Combustion phenomena and fire dynamics

2.1.1 What is fire?

The term fire  covers a wide range of highly complex phenomena combining aspects of 

chemistry, heat transfer and fluid dynamics. To make this slightly more precise we 

adopt the following definition taken from Williams [1982]:

A fire is a chemical reaction o f fuel with oxygen to produce heat, involving heat transfer 

and fluid flow.

Synonymous with the expression of fire we have the terms combustion and burning 

which are defined as being in the state of activity characteristic of fires.

The inter-dependence of the three key elements heat, oxygen and fuel, contained in the 

above definition is traditionally summarised in the fire triangle, shown in figure 2.1  [see 

Thomas 1980]. All three elements must be present for combustion to take place. Thus 

fire suppression strategies usually aim to remove one of the elements at the triangle’s 

comers. However, in order to obtain a more complete picture the fire triangle concept 

needs to be supplemented with details of both the way in which the fuel bums and the 

action of thermal feedback mechanisms.

In most fires the fuel source starts off as either a liquid or a solid. In order for flaming 

combustion to occur such a solid or liquid fuel must first usually be heated to produce 

a flow of flammable gas. It is this gas (secondary fuel) which actually undergoes 

combustion, provided that sufficient heat and oxygen is present to allow the reaction to 

take place. The conversion of a liquid fuel into gas is usually achieved by direct 

evaporation. However in the case of a solid, a chemical transformation of the fuel is
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H C 3 .t  Necessary for the reaction to proceed 
produced by the reaction

Combustion reaction 
occurs when oxygen 
fuel mixture is hot 
enough

Oxygen
Mixed in from the 
surrouding environment

Fuel
Heat on solid/liquid fuel 
produces gaseous fuels

Figure 2.1. The fire triangle.

Thermal feedback 
preheats virgin fuel 
causing it to pyrolyse 
and encouraging fire 
spread

Thermal feedback maintains 
the existing combustion within 
the fire area.

Fuel bed

Figure 2.2. Thermal feedback mechanisms.
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required to produce volatile vapours which then mix with the available oxygen. This 

process is known as pyrolysis.

The thermal feedback mechanisms from the fire operate in two different ways (see 

figure 2.2). Firstly thermal radiation and convected energy is fed back to the original 

fuel bed to maintain the flow of volatiles to combust. Energy released by combustion 

heats up the fuel to pyrolyse more gas, which mixes with oxygen and then combusts to 

complete the feedback loop. Thus once ignited the fire can become self sustaining. The 

second role of thermal feedback is to preheat the surrounding virgin fuel causing it to 

pyrolyse (or evaporate) and thereby encourage fire spread.

Before examining compartment fires in detail we will first briefly review basic heat 

transfer and chemical reaction kinetics, which (by definition) both play an important 

role in combustion.

2.1.2 Heat transfer

The three basic modes of heat transfer are conduction, convection and radiation,

(i) Conduction

Conduction is the mechanism of heat transfer through a solid. It is driven by 

temperature differences, with heat flowing from high to low temperature regions. This 

process is encapsulated in Fourier’s law of heat conduction, which (in one dimension) 

states that the heat flux q ” (W/m^) over a distance Ax (m), with temperature difference 

AT is given by

f  = - k —  (2.1)
Ax

or in differential form

(2 .2)
dx
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where the constant k is the thermal conductivity of the medium (W /m^K). Note that 

" means per unit area; see the list o f symbols after chapter 7. Under steady state 

conditions, integration of equation 2.2 for a wall of thickness L  and with boundaries at 

temperatures Tj and gives

q" = I  (r, -  r,) (2.3)

For transient conditions application of equation 2.2 to a differential volume element, 

together with Taylor’s theorem results in

E  Æ  (2.4)
Bx dx̂

where a =  kipc (mVs), is the thermal diffusivity of the medium.

(ii) Convection

Convection is defined as the exchange of heat between a fluid (gas or liquid) and a solid 

involving movement of the fluid medium. If the fluid flow is associated with externally 

imposed velocities, such as wind, then the heat transfer is termed to be forced 

convection. If however the fluid flow is generated by buoyancy forces, then the 

transport of thermal energy is termed free or natural convection. The convective heat 

flux relation is

q" = h A T  (2.5)

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient (W/mVK). It is a function of 

properties of the fluid and the fluid flow, geometry of the solid and temperature. For 

free convection typical values range from 5-25 W/m^/K, while for forced convection 

the range is usually 10-500 W/m^/K.

The convective heat transfer process occurs close to the surface of the solid in a region 

known as the boundary layer. The value of the convective heat transfer coefficient is 

determined by the characteristics of this boundary layer. For example, in the case of 

a fluid flowing over a flat plate (i.e. forced convection) the velocity of the fluid falls
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from the free stream value to zero due to the presence of the plate surface, thus forming 

a layer. The thickness of the layer will depend on the Reynolds number (Re) of the 

flow, which can be regarded as the ratio of inertia forces to viscous forces. Similarly 

if the plate and the fluid are at different temperatures a thermal boundary layer will 

form with a thickness which can be determined using Fourier’s law of conduction. The 

ratio of the thickness of these two boundary layer itself depends on the Prandtl number 

(Pr) which relates the fluid’s momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity and provides 

a measure of the ease with which heat and momentum may be transferred to the fluid. 

The convective heat transfer coefficient is traditionally expressed in terms of the Nusselt 

number (Nu) which provides a measure of the ratio of temperature gradients

Nu = A i (2.6)
k

where k (W/mVK) is now the thermal conductivity of the fluid and I (m) is a 

characteristic dimension of the surface. Using the above relationships for the two 

boundary layers in conjunction with the convective heat flux equation (2.5), the Nusselt 

number (and thus h) for forced convection can be expressed as a function of the 

Reynolds and Prandtl numbers:

= / ( R e ,P r )  (2.7)

In the case of free convection the Reynolds number is replaced by the Grashof number 

(Gr), which gives a measure of the ratio of upward buoyancy forces to viscous drag:

= / ( G r ,P r )  (2.8)

A table of such relations for different flow regimes and geometries can be found in 

Kanury [1975]. In many fire problems the Prandtl number can be assumed to be unity 

[Williams 1982].

(Ü1) Radiation

Radiation is the mechanism of heat transfer by electromagnetic waves, occupying a 

specific band of the electromagnetic spectrum and requires no media to carry it. It can
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play a major role in fire problems and is often the dominant mode of heat transfer. 

Unlike conduction and convection, the radiation heat flux has a highly nonlinear 

temperature dependence given by the Stefan-Boltzmann equation:

il" = <i>eaT'̂  (2.9)

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 x  10** W/mVK'^), e is a coefficient 

providing a measure of the surfaces effectiveness as a radiator and is a configuration 

or view factor which determines how much radiation will be received at a remote 

surface found by considering the geometrical relationship between emitter and receiver. 

Surface emissivities for most materials of interest in fires usually lie in the range 0.5 

<  € <  1 [Williams 1982]. For luminous flames and hot smoky gases the emissivity 

depends on the thickness or mean beam length of the radiation in the flame or gas, L 

(m), and concentration of soot particles (usually written in terms of an effective 

emission coefficient K (m*‘)), which can be expressed by the relation:

e = 1 - e x p ( - K l )  (2 -10)

The configuration factor is determined by the inverse square law of flux intensity, 

together with the spatial extent of, and the relative angles between emitter and receiver.

2.1.3 Chemical kinetics and flames

Chemical conversion is the process where by chemicals in one form are transformed 

into other forms. The types of chemical conversion possible are determined by 

molecular structure which in turn are dictated by chemical bonding. Energy can be 

liberated during the formation of such chemical bonds.

Many of the solid fuels involved in fires are polymers, such as polyethylene, 

polystyrene and polymethylmethacrylate which are constructed from large molecules 

formed by chaining identical molecular units together. When they burn they first soften 

and then form a liquid-like melt. A simplification for polymer pyrolysis is the concept 

of the chain reaction. Chain reactions have intermediate species, chain carriers, which
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enhance the reaction rate. Chain carriers are formed in initiation steps, cause the 

reaction to proceed in chain-carrying or propagation steps and are consumed in 

termination steps. The self-accelerating nature o f chain branching reactions is highly 

nonlinear and can lead to an explosion in the reaction rate.

Rates of polymer pyrolysis may be described by an expression for dm/dt the time rate 

change of concentration m (kg/m^) of the polymer, according to a simplified first-order 

reaction scheme,

m = = - k 'm  (2 . 11)
dr

The rate constant, k! (s'^ has a strongly nonlinear dependence on the temperature T  (K) 

of the Arrhenius form:

k' = X e x p (-E ^ / 7̂ T) (2 . 12)

where is the activation energy (J/mol), R is the gas constant (J/K/mol) and A is the 

pre-exponential factor (s'*).

The combustion reaction which occurs in the flames of fires is a chemical combination 

of fuel with air to produce products and heat:

Fuel + Oxygen -» Products + Heat (2.13)

The chemistry of such combustion reactions generally consist of complex chain 

reactions composed of many elementary steps. To simplify the analysis an overall 

single-step, second order, chemical reaction can be introduced:

^  = -c^c„A t\^{-E JR T)  (2 . 14)

where Cp and Cq are the concentrations of fuel and oxygen respectively, and the

Arrhenius form for the rate constant has once again been employed.

The rate at which the combustion reaction actually takes place is governed both by the
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rate at which the chemical reaction proceeds (the rate of consumption) and by the rate 

at which oxygen from the surrounding air can diffuse and mix with the gas vapour in 

the flame (the rate o f supply). In general the slowest of these two characteristic rates 

will determine the speed with which the overall combustion reaction occurs. On this 

basis combustion reactions can be divided into those which are primarily controlled by 

chemical kinetics and those which are primarily governed by diffusion, flow and other 

physical mixing processes. Combustion reactions which are kinetically controlled tend 

to be spatially homogeneous with uniform temperature and species distributions, while 

diffusion control tends to lead to strong spatial localization, with both temperature and 

species gradients.

A flame is defined as a burning gas. Flames are generally classified into two types; 

premixed and diffusion. In premixed flames the fuel vapour and oxygen are mixed prior 

to combustion. The reaction rate is therefore chiefly determined by reaction kinetics. 

In diffusion flames the fuel and oxygen are separated until mixing in the combustion 

zone. In this case it is the (slower) physical mixing and diffusion processes which 

determine the rate at which the reaction proceeds.

A typical example of a diffusion flame occurs in the burning candle (figure 2.3). Heat 

from the flame vaporizes fuel (wax) from the wick. The flame formed by the reaction 

of this vapour can be sub-divided into several distinct regions. Firstly there is a dark 

region close to the base which is fuel rich having an inadequate supply of oxygen for 

complete oxidation. Outside this there lies a blue, burning zone, where the external 

oxygen supply diffuses into the flame and meets the fuel vapour. Finally above these 

two zones is the yellow region produced by radiation from the hot soot particles formed 

by pyrolysis of the fuel vapour.
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Luminous zone of 
incandescent soot 
(yellow)

Main reaction zone

Soot formed (dark)

Burning zone where 
oxygen diffuses into 
the flame (blue)

Fuel vaporized

Fuel (wax) liquefied

Figure 2.3. Elements of a burning candle flame. Heat from the flame vaporizes 
wax from the wick. The reaction of this vapour forms; (i) a fuel rich dark zone 
close to the wick; (ii) a blue burning zone where oxygen meets fuel; (iii) an 
outer yellow region formed by radiation from hot soot particles.
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2.1.4 Steady burning of liquid and solid fuels.

In a typical fire the burning of liquid or solid fuels results in diffusion flames. In order 

for these flames to be self sustaining, heat must be transferred to the fuel to maintain 

a supply of gas volatiles ready for combustion. The rate at which the fuel is volatilised 

Mp is a function of the net heat flux incident on the fuel, (W/m^), the fuel surface 

area, (m^) and the heat required for vaporisation of the fuel, (J/kg) and can be 

expressed as:

M,= " ^  (2-15)

For a free burning fire with an unrestricted air supply, it is the supply rate of fuel 

volatiles which determines the rate of burning and controls the rate of heat release of 

the fire, Qj (W) given by

(2 16)

where x is the combustion efficiency, giving a measure (0 < x :^  1) of the completeness 

of the combustion reaction and (J/kg) is the heat of combustion of the volatiles. 

The combustion efficiency is typically assigned a constant value, although more detailed 

representations have been attempted (see section 2.4.3).
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2.2 Elements of compartment fire modelling

2.2.1 Stages of a  com partm ent fire

Compartment fires are defined as fires occurring in rooms or similar enclosed spaces 

within a building. In an idealised form a compartment fire’s development in time can 

be divided into several potential stages:

1. Ignition: The fuel begins to bum.

2. G row th: Growth in fire size occurs as a result of flame spread over and heating

of the fuel source. While the fire is still small in relation to the compartment it 

>Vill effectively develop as if it were burning in the open, until a point is reached 

where the interaction with the compartment becomes important.

3. Flash over: The transition from the localised burning to full compartment 

involvement, representing a critical change in nature of the fire via a rapid jump 

in both size and intensity. Survival of any occupants is highly unlikely once 

flashover has occurred.

4. Fully developed fire: The rate of heat release reaches a maximum (as does the

compartment temperature), with all combustible items within the compartment 

burning and flames emerging from any ventilation openings.

5. Decay: Once the fuel supply becomes exhausted, the fire burns out and the

compartment cools down.

These stages are visualised in figure 2.4, though not all stages will necessarily occur. 

Thus for example a small fire might reach the growth stage, but then exhaust its fuel 

supply and go into decay before flashover can be achieved. Alternatively a fire may 

reach the fully developed stage more gradually, without a rapid flashover transition
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TEMPERATURE
RISE

FULLY DEVELOPED FIRE
FLASHOVER

DECAY

IGNITION

GROWTH

TIME

Figure 2.4. Potential stages of a compartment fire: (i) Ignition; 
(ii) Growth; (iii) Flashover; (iv) Fully developed fire; (v) Decay.
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occunng.

2.2.2 Approaches to modelling fire In a compartment

In recent years there have been a number of deterministic models developed for fire 

growth within compartments. These have tended to fall within the two categories o f (a) 

zone models, and (b) field  models.

In zone models the compartment is divided up into a small number of control volumes 

or zones over which conditions are assumed to be uniform forming a lumped parameter 

system. During the course of a typical room fire, hot products released by the fire form 

a plume, which due to buoyancy rises towards the ceiling. As this plume rises it 

entrains cool air from within the compartment. When the plume reaches the ceiling it 

spreads out and forms a hot gas layer, which descends with time as the plume gases 

continue to flow into it. A relatively sharp interface forms between the hot upper layer 

and the air in the lower part of the compartment. As the hot gas layer descends and 

reaches openings in the compartment walls, hot gas flows out from the upper layer and 

fresh air form outside flows into the lower layer. This description of a compartment fire 

is known as a two layer zone model. Note that in such models the fire plume is usually 

regarded as part of the upper layer.

A common simplifying assumption applied to two zone models, is that the lower layer 

remains at approximately the ambient air temperature. In this case only the energy and 

mass balance of the upper layer hot gases (i.e. only a single zone) need be considered. 

Simplifying still further, the entire compartment can be treated as a single zone ‘well 

stirred combustion chamber’ by assuming that the compartments gas temperature 

distribution can be treated as uniform, giving an overall, average compartment 

temperature. Moving in the opposite direction more zones can be introduced to 

encompass other components of the compartment fire such as the fire plume or fuel 

source if so desired.
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The main advantage of the zonal approach is the reduction of the system to a small 

number of ordinary differential and algebraic equations which can be handled relatively 

comfortably, even by fairly modest personal computers. The disadvantages of zone 

models are that they only provide a ‘broad brush’ overall picture o f events, with no fine 

detail and that they are restricted to regular geometries, using semi-empirical 

expressions where the necessary apriori modelling assumption (e.g. formation of hot 

upper and cool lower zones or just one uniform temperature distribution) are likely to 

apply.

Two of the most renowned zone models are Harvard 5 [Emmons 1979, 1983, Mitler 

1985] and FAST [Jones 1985] which may both be used to predict a range of variables 

such as temperature, hot gas layer depth, heat output, and gas concentration. Examples 

of simplified one zone models of compartment fire are given by Takeda and Akita 

[1982], Takeda [1983, 1987] and Takeda and Yung [1992].

In the case of a field model the compartment is divided up into a (relatively) large grid 

or mesh and field variables, such as temperature and gas concentration, are defined at 

each grid point (forming a distributed parameter system). In order to model the fire and 

trace the development of the field variables, the solution to the governing partial 

differential equations for conservation of heat, mass, momentum and species a large 

number (typically thousands or tens of thousands) of grid points must be found 

numerically, taking into account the relevant source terms and boundary conditions and 

introducing an appropriate turbulence model. Such an approach, based on computational 

fluid dynamics (CED) codes, yields a far more detailed picture o f the development of 

the fire and smokes within the compartment, and can (in principle) be applied to 

configurations for which no apriori experience exists. However, the application of such 

models requires very intensive numerical computation, together with the processing of 

a large amount of data input (and output). A prominent field model is JASMINE 

developed at the UK Fire Research Station and described in Markatos and Cox 1987.
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2.2.3 Flow induced by fire in a compartment

The primary elements governing the flow induced by a fire in a compartment are the 

flow of gas through the ventilation opening (e.g. door or window) and the entrainment 

of air by the fire into its plume. The plume acts like a pump, transferring air to the 

upper regions of the compartment, while the vent behaves like a throttle, restricting the 

flow rate [Rockett 1976]. In line with the two zone formulation described in section

2 .2 .2  the gas is assumed to be divided into fire heated, hot gases in the upper volume 

of the compartment and cool ambient air below, separated by a thermal discontinuity 

plane. The distance o f this plane above the compartment floor is the discontinuity height 

(m). Tracing the flow around the compartment, fresh air first enters through the 

lower portion of a ventilation opening in one of the compartments walls. This incoming 

air then approaches the fire where it is entrained into the fire plume, heated and 

pumped into the hot gas layer. Once in the upper layer a large proportion of the gas is 

once again entrained by the plume, forming a circulating eddy which has a mixing 

effect. The remainder of the hot gas flows out o f the upper part of the vent (see figure 

2.5).

The vent flow is generated by the temperature variations between the room and its 

surroundings which in turn creates pressure differences. The pressure differences across 

the vent are calculated around the neutral plane, below which cold air enters and above 

which hot gas leaves (the distance of this plane from the compartment floor is the 

neutral height Z„ (m)). From Bernoulli’s equation for hydrostatic pressure flow and 

energy conservation the kinetic energy of air accelerated from rest is equal to change 

in static pressure A/? (Pa),

B . u ^ = A p  (2.17)
2

which gives:
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Figure 2.5. The flow induced by a fire in a compartment.
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p u  = yj2p Ap  (2-18)

where p is the gas density (kg/m^) and u is the gas velocity (m/s). Calculating the 

pressure differences, integrating over the height of the vent above the neutral plane and 

applying the density relation for the hot gas derived from ideal gas equation,

p = f ÿ s  (2.19)

(where the subscripts g and 0 refer respectively to hot layer and ambient gas properties) 

produces an expression for the mass flow rate of gas out of the vent [Rockett 1976, 

Drysdale 1985]:

2 g 1 -  ^ ) ( 1  -  N )^  (2.20)

where is a vent discharge coefficient introduced to take into account the constriction 

of the gas flow when passing through the vent, g is the gravitational constant (m/s^), 

N=ZfJH^ is the non-dimensionalised neutral plane height (see below) and and are 

respectively the width and height of the vent (m). This analysis can be repeated below 

the neutral plane to give the mass flow of air into the compartment:

(2 2 1 )

where D=ZJH^ is the non-dimensionalised discontinuity plane height. Using continuity 

of mass flow, Rockett shows that these two terms can be equated to obtain an 

expression for the neutral plane height as a function of the discontinuity plane height

z ,.

Z, = /(Z ,)  (2.22)

For a fully developed fire the discontinuity height is zero and the neutral plane height 

will be approximately half way up the vent. In addition, the temperature dependent part 

of the expression for the air mass flow rate is essentially constant over the range of
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temperatures typically encountered in fully developed compartment fires and can 

therefore be replaced by a fixed value. Applying these results to the case of a fully 

developed compartment fire, the expression for the mass flow rate of air reduces to the 

form originally suggested by Kawagoe 1958:

This formula illustrates the importance of the ventilation factor, as a controlling

parameter of the mass air flow rate into a compartment.

The other important element controlling compartment gas flows is the plume. A plume 

is a convective column rising above a source of heat, formed by buoyancy forces 

produced by density differences in adjacent masses of fluid. The process of drawing the 

surrounding air into a fire is known as entrainment. In turbulent plumes entrainment is 

due to turbulent eddies. Relationships for the mass flow rate of air entrained into a 

buoyant plume can be obtained by performing dimensional analysis on the appropriate 

conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy. The mass of air entrained into 

the plume can then be shown to be a function of plume height, (m) and the 

convective energy driving the plume, which can be expressed as some fraction of the 

total heat release rate of the fire, Qj (kW):

K  = / ( C / .Z ,)  (2.24)

Note that the plume height measures the height above a virtual point source (beneath 

the floor of the compartment, see figure 2.6). A particular example of such a 

relationship is the model for plume entrainment developed by Zukoski et al. 1981:

1 1 5
(2.25)

where ciq is a plume flow coefficient, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure 

(J/kg/K), pQ and Tq are the ambient air density (kg/m^) and temperature (K) and X is the 

fraction of heat energy that is lost by radiation.
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Figure 2.6. The plume height measured from a virtual source.
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At steady state, the total entrainment into the plume below the discontinuity height 

equals the flow into the enclosure while the total plume upward flow at the discontinuity 

height equals the flow leaving the enclosure. Equations (2.20) and (2.25) together with 

(2 .22 ) give relationships for both the flow leaving the enclosure and flow entrained into 

the plume as a function of the discontinuity plane height. The point where these two 

functions intersect gives the steady state value of the discontinuity height.
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2.3 Flashover and jump phenomena

2.3.1 Definitions of flashover

Flashover is a critical stage in the growth of a fire within an enclosure, representing the 

rapid transition from localised burning to full room involvement. As such it qualifies 

as one of the most terrifying physical phenomena associated with fire growth. In a 

compartment flashover is characterised by a sharp increase in both the temperature of 

the upper gas layer and the burning rate of the fire itself. As might be expected a room 

fire is much more difficult to extinguish after flashover has occurred. There is no one 

universal definition of the term ‘flashover’, although it is generally accepted that it is 

a dynamic phenomena characterised by a sudden and dramatic increase in the burning 

rate of a developing fire. Possible flashover mechanisms and corresponding flashover 

criteria, may include one or more of the following [Thomas 1983]:

1. Unbumt gases collecting in the upper layer of a compartment may ignite either 

spontaneously or as the base of layer descends to the top of flames. Since the 

flame tip temperature is of the order of 400-500'C , it is reasonable to expect 

that the hot gas layer will be in this temperature range at the onset of flashover. 

Flashover via this mechanism may also be distinguished by flames emerging 

from out of the ventilation openings (i.e. ignited gases flowing out of the vent).

A rapid increases in fire size occurring due to spontaneous ignition of all the 

remote fuel sources present in the compartment. Combustible material, remote 

from fire, but seen by it may be heated by the thermal radiation processes to 

ignition point or to the temperature at which it pyrolyses. The typical threshold 

for such an ignition process has been estimated by Waterman [1968] to be 

around 20 kW/m^ radiation flux incident on the floor of the compartment. Such 

a heat flux is capable of supporting effectively instantaneous flame spread rates 

(also referred to as flameover).
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3. A fire progressively increasing in area in a quasi-steady fashion produces 

thermal feedback which can eventually leads to the occurrence of a thermal 

instability, resulting in a rapid increase in both burning rate and compartment 

temperature. This and similar mechanisms, first suggested by Thomas et al. 

[1980] are discussed in greater detail in section 2.3.3.

4. A fire increasing progressively in area to involve all the fuel, reaching its 

maximum size, whilst remaining fuel-controlled (that is the burning rate is 

limited by the rate of fuel supply - see section 2.3.3) but being a fully developed 

fire, it might still be described as having reached flashover

5. If the initial fire is large enough the transition to ventilation control could occur 

without thermal instability. This transition, whereby the fire gradually grows to 

involve the whole space, may also be perceived as a form of flashover

A criteria for flashover that may be applicable to mechanisms 4 and 5 (and also 

mechanism 1) is that suggested by Hagglund et al. [1974] who proposed that a 

temperature rise in the upper gas layer of between 500-600 *C can demarcate between 

those fires judged to have reached flashover and those which do not.

2.3.2 Examples of flashover

Three examples of major fire disasters involving flashover have occurred at the 

Summerland Leisure Centre in the Isle of Man in 1973, the Stardust Disco, Artane, 

Dublin in 1981 and most recently at King’s Cross Underground Station, London in 

1987 [Rashbash 1992]. In all three cases many fatalities were caused by a sudden 

extensive development of fire following a period in which the fire was much smaller.

At the Summerland Leisure Centre a very rapid fire spread took place in the amusement 

arcade which occupied the lower part of the leisure complex. The fire developed unseen 

for approximately 20 minutes in a 0.3 m wide cavity forming part of one side of the
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arcade. This cavity shared a common wall with the arcade made from decalin fibre 

board, while the opposite face was an outside wall constructed from sheet steel. The 

cavity was ignited by heat transferred through the external wall from a plastic booth 

outside which was set on fire by children. The confines of the cavity meant that air had 

limited access and so a ventilation controlled, fuel rich fire developed. Once the fibre 

board burned through a large volume of fuel rich gas was ejected into the arcade, acting 

as a powerful ignition source to the combustible wall surfaces present there. The 

emerging flame was approximately 1 m long and was capable of delivering 100 kW /nf 

to neighbouring surfaces. Such a source enabled flame spread to occur along the length 

of the arcade within a very short space of time.

In the case of the Stardust club the initial fire involved an alcove having a stepped floor 

with a row of seats on each step. An ignition source on back row of seats led to the 

development o f a line fire along the seating. Flames then ignited the carpet tile lined 

back wall, which quickly became fully involved to give an estimated source of 100 

kW/m^. Rapidly all the seats in the alcove began to bum with flames and smoke then 

spreading to the main body of the ballroom. The array of seats thus acted as an 

extensive surface which could respond to very high heat transfer rates that were 

produced by the burning back wall.

The King’s Cross Underground station fire involved a wooden escalator leading to the 

ticket hall. It started in the middle of the escalator as a relatively small fire and 

remained in that state for approximately 15 minutes before suddenly accelerating up the 

escalator and exploding into the ticket hall as a wall o f flame and thick black smoke. 

Analysis of the incident using the field model at Harwell indicated that fire was 

confined to the escalator trench for a significant time focusing the energy released and 

promoting an exponential rate of flame spread up the escalator once the fire became 

sufficiently established (the so called ‘Trench Effect’). The board o f inquiry decided 

that this was the mechanism of rapid fire spread responsible for the incident. However, 

Rashbash has proposed an alternative mechanism which he believes may have also 

played an important role in the tragedy. He suggests that the spread of fire onto the
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advertising hoardings (also observed by surviving eyewitnesses) could have produced 

a line source giving heat transfer to the ceiling of approximately 100 kW/m^, igniting 

the ceiling paint and engulfing the ticket hall in approximately 20  seconds.

The common factors in all three cases are a local fire producing high rates of heat 

transfer which is incident on an extensive fuel surface area which can respond rapidly. 

This mechanism is different from the classical model associated with flashover in a 

small room where smoke and hot gas build up under ceiling, irradiating downwards on 

to the combustible surfaces at about 20 kW/m^. However within the framework of 

nonlinear dynamics these mechanisms are both examples of rapid jump phenomena. 

Thus even though the analysis presented here is restricted to the more simple 

mechanism of flashover in a compartment we may hope to also gain qualitative insights 

into the more complex jump phenomena leading to the major fire disasters described 

above.

2.3.3 A qualitative model for flashover and instabilities

To gain a qualitative insight into the occurrence of flashover via a thermal instability 

we follow the approach of Thomas et al. [1980] and consider an idealised energy 

balance of the fire plume and hot gas layer forming below the ceiling in a compartment 

fire (neglecting fuel consumption). The energy balance for the hot gas layer and fire 

plume is of the form:

.  G ( T , f )  -  L ( T , f )  (2.26)
at

Here G{T,t) and L(7,r) are respectively the rate of gain and loss of energy of the layer 

and E  includes both internal energy and work terms. The energy of the smoke layer and 

hence its temperature is therefore governed by the forms of gain and loss which are 

functions of gas layer temperature, T, and time, t. The energy balance is shown 

schematically in figure 2.7. Here the total loss of energy from the hot gas layer is 

considered to be composed of two terms. The term Lossj represents heat energy lost
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Figure 2.7. Energy balance for the hot layer
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by conduction through and into the walls while L0SS2 represents energy lost via 

convective flow of hot gas through the vent (which can be either a door or a window). 

Air also flows into the compartment through the lower part of the vent. The gain rate 

of energy of the hot layer is chiefly determined by the burning rate of the fire, which 

itself is governed by two factors:

(a) Whether the fire is fuel or ventilation controlled.

As outlined in section 2.1.3 a combustion reaction requires the presence of both air 

(oxygen) and fuel (vapour). The burning rate of a compartment fire is therefore a 

function of both the rate at which air flows into the compartment and the rate at which 

fuel is volatilized, with the overall burning rate being limited by whichever of the two 

quantities is in shortest supply. Note that we are assuming here that the rate of 

consumption, controlled by chemical kinetics (as described in section 2.1.3) is much 

faster than the rate of supply (also known as the ‘mixed is b u m f assumption). Thus, 

two distinct regimes of burning are observed in compartment fires. For the reaction 

(equation 2.13) a fire with a perfect ratio (balance) of air to fuel is termed 

stoichiometric, r. In the case of excess air, the ratio of air to fuel mass flow is greater 

than stoichiometric and the fire is fuel controlled (i.e. limited by the amount of fuel 

flow). In this case the burning rate is effectively that of a fire burning in the open and 

the energy release rate is identical to that described in section 2.1.4:

M
G = = i f  ^  > r (2.27)

Mf

Conversely, in the case of an insufficient air flow rate, the ratio of air to fuel flow is 

less than stoichiometric and the fire is limited by the rate of <dr flow into the 

compartment. This regime of burning is termed ventilation controlled and has an energy 

release rate given by:
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G = à  = x —  H, i f  ’̂  < r (2.28)

The switch-over between these two burning regimes, constitutes the first key nonlinear 

behaviour of the model.

(b) The radiation feedback mechanism from the hot layer.

An increase in temperature of the layer will result in it emitting more radiation to the 

base of the fire. This will increase the burning rate of the fire and hence the amount of 

energy released into the layer. The energy increase of the layer will in tiim increase its 

temperature and a positive feedback loop is created. Assuming that (for qualitative 

analysis) the emissivity of the fire base can be taken to be unity, the total heat flux to 

the fire base is given by,

+ /c<r(7 ‘ -  r / )  (2-29)

where 7], is the temperature of the fire base, T  is the temperature of the hot layer, a is 

the Stefan Boltzmann constant and is the free-bum term. The first term represents 

the heat flux that would be generated by a fire burning in the open (i.e. radiated from 

the flame itself to its own base). The second term represents the radiation feedback 

from the hot layer and thus the influence of the compartment on the fire. The 

coefficient x incorporates the effects of room geometry, emissivity of the layer etc on 

the amount o f feedback generated. If we assume the temperature of the fire base, 7],, 

to be approximately constant, then G will share the T  dependence displayed by 

Thus the fourth power temperature dependence of radiation feedback is the source of 

the second major nonlinear behaviour of the model.

Having outlined the form of the governing factors we can now sketch the gain rate as 

a function of temperature as shown in figure 2.8(a). At T ,̂ the gain is at a constant 

value corresponding to the energy that would be generated by the free standing fire. As 

temperature increases, the radiation feedback mechanism exerts its influence resulting 

in an upward curvature of the gain function. This continues until a temperature is
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reached where the fire becomes ventilation controlled. In the simplest case where a 

constant flow of air into the compartment is assumed, the gain rate then becomes 

constant. A relaxation of this requirement results in a downward curvature of the 

function, in the ventilation controlled regime.

The rate of energy loss of the layer, as previously mentioned is given by a combination 

of energy losses from the hot gas flowing out o f the vent and heat being conducted 

through the walls of the room. Both of these processes are driven by the temperature 

difference between the layer and the surroundings. Sketching the form of loss rate as 

a function of temperature shown in figure 2 .8(b), it is zero at since the temperature 

difference is zero. For simplicity, loss is then assumed to be linear in T. A more 

comprehensive form of loss rate would include radiative losses resulting in an upward 

curvature of the function.

Having arrived at the forms of the gain and loss curves we can now plot them together 

(note that we are assuming that the depth of the smoke layer is fixed). The intersections 

of the two curves will determine the steady state solutions of equation (1). Figure 2.9(b) 

shows three different loss curves L I, L2 and L3 which could, for example, represent 

different room sizes, ventilation conditions or types of wall material/thickness. It can 

be seen that depending on the relative positions o f the two curves there can be up to 

three types of intersections denoted by A, 2, B and C, 2. An intersection at point A, or 

A2 corresponds to a large ventilation controlled fire whilst point Cj or C2 represents a 

small localised fire. Both states are stable with respect to temperature fluctuations. In 

contrast an intersection at point B is unstable since a slight perturbation in temperature 

will result in either a fall to point C2 or a rise to point A^.

The gain and loss rate curves shown in figure 2.9(a) are a snapshot at one particular 

instant of time. In general the two curves can be considered to shift relative to one 

another as time passes (this might be due, for example, to heat losses through and into 

the walls being reduced as the walls heat up or by the energy gain of the layer being 

increased with growth in the area of the fire). Thus the loss curve might gradually shift
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down with time as shown in figure 2.9(b). We assume that this movement is slow in 

comparison with change in the energy balance of the hot gas layer so that the fire will 

be at a steady state (quasi-steady approximation) at any given instant o f time. A fire 

represented by intersection C would then move up the gain curve until it eventually 

encountered intersection B, resulting in a fold bifurcation [see chapter 3]. This would 

lead to a sudden jump in temperature of the layer, to the large ventilation controlled fire 

represented by state A. We identify this jump in layer temperature and burning rate o f 

the fire as one mechanism fo r  flashover. It should also be noted that the jump 

phenomenon will persist provided that the qualitative forms of the gain and loss curves 

are such that a tangency between the two curves is still possible.

Figure 2.10 shows a schematic outline of such a fold bifurcation, in the form of a 

bifurcation diagram (see section 3.2). In this example the fire area Ap plays the role of 

controlling parameter. A fire with initial area, Ap, begins as a small fire with a 

correspondingly low layer temperature, on branch C. As the area of the fire increases, 

the layer temperature ‘walks’ along branch C. Eventually it encounters the unstable 

branch B, at critical fire area, Ap, and a fold bifurcation occurs (point P J . This folding 

over of the lower branch results in the layer temperature making a sudden jump up to 

branch A. A fuel to ventilation control transition is also present at point Tj2. Thus a fire 

on branch A which has its burning area reduced will eventually encounter Tj2 and will 

undergo an extinction jump down to branch C. The complete bifurcation diagram with 

fold ?i and transition point T ,2 put together has the form of an S shape curve, which 

is well known in thermal explosion theory. Such hysteretic behaviour has been 

demonstrated both computationally and experimentally [Quintiere 1979, Takeda and 

Akita 1981, Hasemi, Y and Tokunaga T ., 1983]. Hasemi [1981, 1982] has also 

developed models which display similar behaviour, using a simple Arrhenius form 

combustion term.
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2.4 Mathematical models of fire growth in a compartment

2.4.1 A simplified radiation feedback model

The approach taken here is essentially the same as that employed by Thomas [1980] and 

outlined in sub-section 2.3.3. We consider the energy balance for a single zone 

compartment model in which a fire is present. The state variable used is the average 

temperature o f compartment (i.e. is a lumped average over gasses filling the 

compartment).

As discussed previously the energy released by the fire occurs under two different 

regimes; fuel controlled, where the ratio of mass air flow rate to mass fuel flow rate 

is greater than stoichiometric and ventilation controlled where it is less than 

stoichiometric.

The model is subject to the following simplifying assumptions:

#  The temperature is assumed either to have reached or be close to its steady state 

value, and fuel consumption is neglected; that is the fire is assumed to have 

achieved a steady burning rate. We thus look at stationary state temperature 

solutions of the model (Note these assumption are relaxed when considering 

transient behaviour in section 4.1.4).

#  The gas filling the compartment is assumed to be ‘well stirred’ (to give a well 

distributed temperature average) by the turbulent mixing action of the smoke 

plume.

#  The mass flow rate of hot gas leaving the compartment through the vent is 

assumed to be equal to the mass flow rate of air entering the compartment. In 

addition the fuel mass flow rate is assumed to be small in comparison with air 

mass flow rate so that it can be neglected.
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#  The heat transfer losses from the compartment are linearised.

#  The mass flow rate of air into the compartment is treated as a parameter.

#  A highly schematic form for the heat flux to the fire base consisting of 

components from direct heating from flames and radiation feedback from the 

heated compartment is assumed. No consideration of the detailed form for 

configuration factors or emissivities is attempted.

#  Both energy gains and losses to and from the compartment are highly lumped 

into just a few simple terms.

#  Only a ‘simple’ fire, of fixed area (that is fire area is treated as a parameter) 

burning on the floor of the compartment is considered. The fuel surface area is 

also assumed to be both uniform and flat (i.e. a pool or slab fire). Effects due 

to fire/compartment geometry in relation to the location of the fire giving 

enhanced burning due to, for example, proximity to compartment walls are not 

considered.

Applying an energy balance to the compartment together with the listed assumptions we

obtain, for the fuel controlled regime,

J T* Af
c p V ^  = i f  - A  > r (2 .31a)

df Mjr

while for the ventilation control regime we have,

-  l h , A ^ * c M J [ T - T J  i f  A -  < r (2 .31b)
at r

In the above equations is the air mass flow rate (kg/s), Mjis  the fuel mass flow rate

(kg/s), is the heat of combustion (J/kg), /z, is the effective heat transfer coefficient
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(W/mVK), X*is  the surface area of the compartment interior (walls and ceiling) (m^, 

c is the specific heat capacity (J/kg/K), V is the volume of the compartment (m^), is 

the density of the gas (kg/nf), T  is the average temperature of the gas filling the 

compartment (K), 7% is the ambient air temperature (K), and r  is the stoichiometric 

ratio.

To non-dimensionalise these equations the following characteristic scaling quantities are 

introduced; the reference temperature,

(2.32)
c

the reference mass flow rate.

(2.33)rtf

and the characteristic time (the Newtonian cooling time)

,  .  ^  C .34 ,

The non-dimensional temperature, %, is then taken to be,

T - T
X  = (2.35)

'^ref

the non-dimensional time is T=tft^, while the non-dimensional mass flow rate is,

C M :
m.. =

‘ h.A.
(2.36)

where the index i represents either a o r / .  Using these definitions equation (2.311) 

becomes,

—  = f .(x) = m. -  ( I  + m ) x  i f  —  >  r  (2.37 a)
d r   ̂ rrij:
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^  = f (̂x) = —  - (  1 + m j x  if —  < r 
d r  r

Turning to the form of rrip the fuel mass flow rate is given by,

vap

(2.37 b)

(2.38)

where Aj is the area of burning fuel (m^), is the mass flow rate per unit area 

(kg/m^/s) under free burning conditions (i.e. outside the enclosure), < /̂ is the radiation 

feedback heat flux incident on the fire base (W/m^), and is the heat of vaporization 

of the fuel (kg/s). The radiation feedback from the compartment has the form,

-  a 4> eT^ (2.39)

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/m^/K"^), <f> is the configuration factor 

between compartment and fire base, e is the emissivity of the compartment and T  is 

the compartment temperature (K).

On introducing the non-dimensional parameters for dimensionless area, a (where is 

the compartment floor area (m^)),

(2.40)

free bum parameter, 7 ,

7 = (2.41)

and the radiation feedback parameter, b.

b -
Hcomb (2.42)
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together with the approximation that,

rtf
X  +

H .
« (2.43)

we obtain a non-dimensionalised expression for nif,

mjr=a(y +bx^) (2.44)

where the exponent p  is in the range l < / ? < 4 .  The limiting value of /?=4, will be used 

in the treatment given in chapter 4. Reducing these equations to the steady state limit 

the final non-dimensionalised form of the model become, in the fuel controlled regime,

f/% ) = m , - % ( l  +/?%g) =0 (2.45 a)

and in the ventilation control regime.

m
i^{x) = - ^  - x ( l  + m j  = 0 (2.45 b)

with control parameters a, 7 , and r. Note that all the control parameters and the 

state variable must be either positive or zero to be physically acceptable.

Transient model

In order to examine the transient behaviour of this model, with respect to growth in fire 

size, two additional sub-models are introduced. The first o f these is a flame spread 

model, viz:

% ■
1 -  exp

edge

(2.46)

where Vj-\s the flame spread rate (m/s) across a rectangular fuel sample, width ^ (m) 

and and are respectively the maximum fuel area the fire can attain (m^) and 

an edge effect parameter (m^. Non-dimensionalising and introducing the characteristic
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flame spread time = (Vy 1)1 and spread parameter v =  tjjt,, equation (2.46) 

becomes

1 -  exp ^ ~^max 

êdge
(2.47)

To simulate the effect of fuel consumption, a (fairly arbitrary) burnout model is adopted 

[Emmons 1978, 1983], of the form

(2-48)
df  ̂ ^

w h e re& 'isa  burn-out coefficient (kg*‘). Introducing the characteristic mass

1/ ,  non-dimensionalised mass fraction u =  and non-dimensionalised burnout

parameter k — the fuel consumption equation becomes

—  = -m fianh(ku)  (2.49)
d r

2.4.2 The Thomas vitiation model

Following Thomas [Thomas 1981] we now introduce a single zone model which in 

addition to radiation feedback also includes the effect of convective feedback and more 

significantly the influence of the oxygen concentration in the compartment on the 

combustion process; a process known as vitiation. Thus, vitiation of the fire occurs as 

the oxygen in the atmosphere of the compartment becomes depleted. The assumptions 

made are similar to those used in the previous section, with the compartment treated as 

an idealised well stirred reactor with infinite kinetics (i.e. mixing and diffusion 

processes control the rate of combustion), exhibiting uniform temperature and gas 

compositions.

Applying conservation of mass and energy to the compartment gas we obtain
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differential equations for both the compartment temperature and the oxygen 

concentration fraction y —Y JY ^^  (where Y^ is the concentration o f oxygen in the 

compartment and Y^^ is the concentration of ambient air, so 0 < y  <  1), which in the 

fuel controlled regime are

^  = f,(AT,y) = t t i j -  (2.50 a)

while in the ventilation controlled regime we have

^  = ë2(x,y) = -> n j  (2.51 b)

The first term on the r.h.s. of equation (2.50b) reflects the inflow and outflow of 

oxygen from the compartment while the second term accounts for the amount of oxygen 

consumed upon combustion in the fuel controlled regime. In the ventilation controlled 

regime all the oxygen is consumed in the reaction.

In this model the fuel mass flow rate is given by considering the energy balance across 

the fuel surface

-

vap

+ c{T  -  7%)
AJ. (2.52)

f̂ vap

where Dg is a diffusion coefficient (mVs), ô is a boundary layer thickness (m) and I„ is 

the net radiation flux incident on the fuel surface (W/m^). The first term in this 

expression represents the combination of local combustion, at the fuel surface, as 

determined by the relative oxygen concentration and thermal energy convected to the 

fuel while the second term represents the net radiation input to the fuel (note that this
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expression is the Spalding mass transfer number modified for radiation - see Drysdale 

1985). Non-dimensialisation of this equation produces

(2.53)

where the non-dimensional parameters

and

=
rea Hcomb

(2.54)

(2.55)

have been introduced (once again it is assumed that p « 4 ) .  Upon reducing equations 

(2.50) and (2.51) to the steady state limit we obtain, in the fuel controlled regime

f,(;r,y ) = -  jr ( l  +m^) = 0 (2.56 a)

gj(^ ,y)  = m / l - y )  -  rm. = 0

while in the ventilation controlled regime we have

(2.56 b)

(2.57 a)

g2(%,y) = - m j  = 0 => y = 0 (2.57 b)

which along with equation (2.53) completes the definition of the model.

2.4.3 The Takeda combustion efficiency model

In an attempt to improve the single zone compartment fire model Takeda proposed 

modifying the heat release term to try to take into account the efficiency of the
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combustion process based upon the mixing of fuel gas and air [Takeda 1983]. Following 

this approach we introduce the combustion efficiency function % which is dependent 

upon both the characteristic mixing time and the residence time o f the fuel/air gas 

mixture present in the compartment (note that in his paper Takeda uses the symbol 

in place of %). Thus modified equation 2.47(a) in the fuel controlled regime becomes

fj(x) = x ^ f  -  x { \  + m J  = 0  (2.58 a)

while in the ventilation controlled regime we now have

^ 2 ^  ~ -  z ( l  + m J  = 0 (2.58 b)

where x lies in the range 0 < x ^  1.

As discussed in sub-section 2.2.3, air which enters through the vent becomes in 

entrained in the reaction zone where it mixes with fuel gas. It is this mixing process 

which determines the rate of combustion. Takeda suggested that the combustion 

efficiency can be expressed as a function of the ratio of the residence time of air in the 

reaction zone to the characteristic mixing time of the fuel and air with a relation 

of the form

X = 1 -  exp (2.59)

The residence time itself may be related to the average gas velocity (m/s) and the 

compartment size (characteristic length L (m)) given by

t .  = L  (2.60)

where is

V =  (2.61)

Here A is the area of the plume (m^) which is approximated by the square of the
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average characteristic lengths for the compartment and the fuel source

(L + V ^ ) (2.62)

while oij is a plume entrainment function dependent upon the circumference of the 

plume

(2.63)

where ^2 is a coefficient. The mixing time can be related to the molecular diffusion of 

oxygen (Dg) within the turbulent eddies of radius (m) formed in the plume [see 

Hertzberg 1973]

=
( r j
D.

(2.64)

Introducing the non-dimensional parameter

k ,L ^p .D c
K  =

and combining the above relations we finally obtain

(2.65)

X = 1 -  exp - K

r\fanif
(2 .66)

expressing the combustion efficiency in terms of the non-dimensionalised fuel area a, 

and mass fuel flow rate rrij. Equations 2.58(a,b) and (2.49) complete the definition of 

the model.

2.4.4 Extended feedback model

As a final model, to be used for qualitative and quantitative comparison with the 

experimental data presented in chapter 6 , we introduce an extended version of the
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simplified radiation feedback model of section 2.4.1, removing the feedback 

approximation (i.e. the exponent p) and incorporating heat transfer with the 

compartment walls and losses to vapororising the fuel.

Considering the revised energy balance for a one-zone compartment fire growth model 

[see for example Takeda 1992]:

d r  
^  dr

(2.67)

with

M
f

M
f

(2 .68)

- T J (2.69)

(2.70)

(2.71)

where Qf is the heat release rate of the fire in the compartment, is the heat loss rate 

through the compartment walls, is the heat loss rate by ventilation through the 

compartment opening and Q„ is the heat loss rate to the burning fuel (note that we are 

still neglecting radiation losses through the ventilation opening in comparison with the 

other loss terms).

The fuel mass flow rate is given by
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M, = M l  * ) (2.72)
vap

while the air mass flow rate is once again treated as a parameter. Following Takeda and 

Akita [1982], the wall temperature, is approximated as some constant fraction of 

the hot gas temperature

-  T J  * (2.73)

where is the wall temperature parameter (0 <  î/^< 1).

Introducing the non-dimensional variables

X  -  , m. = a -  ^  , r  = — (2.74)

and non-dimensional parameters

A. A,

t w

Equations (2.67), (2.72) and (2.73) become

°  { ?/'•}
-  03s ( x * - x t )  -  o j H x - x )  -  y j m.

(2.75)

(2.76)

m, = û ( 7  + A ü£[e;c '^  + ( 1 - e ) j c i ] )  (2.77)
V

x^ = ( / X % - 1 )  + 1 (2.78)

In the steady state limit equation (2.76) becomes
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{ ^ ' 4  (2 7 ,)

-  03S(x^ - x t )  -  ù ) H x - x ^ )  -  0

which is the model used for the theoretical comparison conducted in chapter 6 .
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3. Concepts and techniques of nonlinear dynamics

3.1 Phase space, attractors and basins

Consider a nonlinear dynamical system described by a set o f ordinary differential 

equations

i  = ^ = F ( x )  , , i 6 R" (3.1)
é t

where x(t) is a vector containing the state variables of the system, at time t. These 

equations give a vector field defined by the set o f nonlinear functions F.

The dynamical behaviour of this set of differential equations is occurs in an n- 

dimensional phase space spanned by the components of the state vector x. Starting from 

a given initial condition, equation 3.1 determines the manner in which the values of x  

propagate with time, represented by trajectories moving through phase space.

The asymptotic or steady state behaviour of the system (assuming that it is dissipative) 

is characterised by the attractors or limiting sets which the phase space trajectories 

settle onto after transient effects die out. In contrast to linear systems where there can 

only be one attractor, in nonlinear systems multiple attractors can coexist in different 

regions of the phase space. The "volume" of phase space surrounding a given attractor 

that will fall onto that attractor is known as its basin o f  attraction. The simplest 

attractor type (and the main one of concern here) is the point attractor or equilibrium 

point jc*, given by

X  = F ( x ' )  = 0 (3.2)

where the vector field vanishes.

Next in order of complexity is the limit cycle or periodic attractor representing a closed
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orbit in phase space. Note that such attractors require a phase space dimension of at 

least two). The analogous quasi-periodic attractor involves two incommensurate 

frequencies producing a non-repeating winding motion on a three dimensional torus in 

the n-dimensional phase space.

Finally there is the chaotic attractor characterised by a complex, seemingly random 

non-repeating motion, with trajectories bounded in a region of phase space with fractal 

dimension and displaying sensitive dependence to initial conditions (i.e. with two 

trajectories initially close together diverging apart exponentially quickly). Chaotic 

attractors need a phase space dimension of three or greater to make their existence 

possible. For further details concerning the types and nature of attractors see Thompson 

and Stewart [1986].
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3.2 Bifurcation theory

3.2.1 Basics

The study of equations with multiple solutions is known as bifurcation theory. Consider 

the steady state behaviour of a lumped parameter system in one dimension (the analysis 

can be generalised by using vectors for both state variables and functions and 

introducing a suitable norm to represent the state of the system). The model then 

reduces to a nonlinear scalar function of the form:

f ( x , X , a )  = 0 ; c € E , X 6 M , a 6 M‘ (3-3)

In the above function x  represents the state variable of the system (e.g. temperature, 

concentration etc.). In general any physical system will have a number of control 

parameters which determine exactly how it behaves. For example in the case of a 

compartment fire control parameters would include the level of ventilation, 

compartment geometry and properties of the burning parameters. Either on physical 

grounds or for the purposes of analysis one parameter, the distinguished parameter X, 

can be singled out as being the primary control which changes and that will govern the 

systems response. A common assumption is that this distinguished parameter varies 

quasi-statically, so that the system represented by f  can be considered, at any given 

moment in time, to be in a quasi-steady state. The remaining k auxiliary parameters of 

the system are collected together in the vector « = (« ;,

For a given set of parameter values (X\ a*), equation 3.3 can be solved (assuming a 

solution exists) to obtain a value (or set of values in the case of multiple solutions) for 

the state variable, x*. The solution point (or points) can then be traced out as the 

distinguished parameter is varied to produce a graph of x  vs X, which is called a 

bifurcation diagram (see figure 3.1). At certain critical values of the distinguished 

parameter known as bifurcation points^ a change can occur in the qualitative nature of 

the solutions (e.g. multiplicity and/or stability type) and hence the response of the 

system. This concept can be extended to the bifurcation diagrams themselves, with
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X

Figure 3,1. An example of a bifurcation diagram plotting variation 
of representative variable x, against parameter X.
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changes in the qualitative form of the diagrams occurring at bifurcation points as the 

systems auxiliary parameters are varied. By examining these bifurcation points it is 

possible to obtain a great deal of information about the behaviour o f f  (and therefore 

the corresponding physical model), since they determine both how and where the 

qualitative response of the system changes and allow the boundaries demarcating the 

different types of bifurcation diagrams to be located. The ultimate goal of such an 

analysis is to obtain an overall picture of the different types of behaviour the model can 

exhibit, via a plan or map of parameter space showing where the various bifurcation 

diagrams are situated and what form they take (for example, allowing the division of 

parameter space into the regions where bifurcation diagrams can and cannot exhibit 

flashover).

A given bifurcation diagram is described as being stable if the qualitative features of 

the bifurcation are unchanged when it is subjected to a perturbation. An unstable 

bifurcation diagram can be stabilised via unfolding. The unfolding of f  is a smoothly 

parameterised family of functions, which includes f as a special degenerate case. If such 

a family of functions contains all the possible (small) perturbations of f, with the 

minimum number of parameters it is said to be a universal unfolding. This minimal 

number of additional parameters (excluding the distinguished parameter) required to 

universally unfold a given degeneracy is known as the co-dimension o f f.

The bifurcation points of the function, f, can be characterised as degenerate 

singularities in a small number of its derivatives (with respect to both the state variable 

and the distinguished parameter). The analysis of such singularities [Golubtinsky and 

Schaeffer 1985] provides a methodology for a systematic treatment o f the steady state 

bifurcation problem, allowing the classification of the different bifurcation diagram 

behaviour types that occur. The location of the parameter set which gives the most 

degenerate singular point is known as the organizing centre (i.e. the bifurcation of the 

highest degeneracy possible in the system). Small perturbations around the organizing 

centre enable all (or at least a large fraction) of the possible bifurcation diagrams 

exhibited by the system to be generated as it becomes unfolded. Golubtinsky and
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Schaeffer show that at the organizing centre the local qualitative features of the complex 

nonlinear function f, can be determined by the analysis of the features of a much 

simpler equivalent polynomial in (r, X, a). Such techniques have been applied to good 

effect in the analysis of steady state multiplicity in chemical reacting systems 

[Balakotaiah and Luss 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984].

Classification of singular points

We now examine the possible steady state bifurcations that may occur in co-dimension 

0 and 1 together with defining conditions. Note that in the following the subscripts x  

and X denote the first derivative of f  with respect to x  and X respectively, while the 

subscript xx denotes the second derivative of f  with respect to x.

Co-dimension 0 points

The implicit function theorem applied to equation 3.3, implies that a unique local 

solution branch exists unless the first derivative of f  with respect to x  vanishes. Such 

a co-dimension 0 bifurcation (i.e. no auxiliary parameters are required) is known 

synonymously as either a limit point, saddle-node or fold, occurring at the point where 

a solution branch folds back on itself, as shown in figure 3.2. The defining conditions 

for the limit point are

( f  = f  = 0} (3.4)

Co-dimension 1 points

These occur when limit points become degenerate, corresponding to merging of two 

fold points in bifurcation diagram (note that here a represents just a single auxiliary 

parameter). There are three qualitatively distinct possibilities known respectively as the 

isola, transcritical and hysteresis varieties:

(i) Hysteresis variety

The hysteresis variety is defined by the conditions:
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X

Figure 3.2. A typical fold bifurcation. A solid curve indicates a stable 
equilibrium point; a dashed curve indicates an unstable equilibrium point.
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H = {f = = L  = 0} (3.5)

Figure 3.3 shows a schematic outline of the co-dimension 1 hysteresis variety occurring 

as the cusp point of the saddle-node curve in the X-a plane. Three steady state solutions 

exist in the hatched region while there is just one in the unhatched region. Also shown 

are three unfoldings, obtained by taking sections through the X-a plane at a ; <a^ <cx 2 

and constructing the corresponding bifurcation diagram. As a  becomes greater than oĉ  

the double folded S shape of the bifurcation diagram becomes ‘straightened out’.

(Ü) Isola and transcritical varieties

Both the isola and transcritical varieties have the same defining conditions:

B = {f = f^ = fĵ  = 0} (3.6)

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the X-a plots for each variety, together with three 

corresponding unfoldings. Both the isola and transcritical point occur at the turning 

point of the saddle-node curve. Note that this time the hatched region indicates the 

existence of two solutions, while there are no solutions in the unhatched region.

Together these three varieties can divide the global (auxiliary) parameter space into 

several regions, in each of which a different type of bifurcation diagram exists.

Example: The pitchfork

Figure 3.6 shows the result o f plotting the hysteresis and isola/transcritical varieties for 

the function:

f(x,X,a, /3)  = -  \ x  + a + ^x^  (3 -^

The two varieties divide the parameter space into four separate regions with 

qualitatively different bifurcation diagrams.

We conclude this sub-section by noting that this process of classification of singular 

points can be repeated for higher order degeneracies.
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(a) 3 solutions

1 solution
hysteresis
pointcurve

1 solution

a« 1 « 2c

X

X.'c
(b)

Figure 3,3. (a) The hysteresis singularity occuring at the cusp point of the saddle- 
node curve (Sn). Three steady state solutions co-exist in the hatched region while 
there is only one solution in the unhatched region, (b) Three bifurcation diagrams 
generated by taking sections at ttj (hysteresis), (critical) and (monotonie).
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(a) 2 solutions

isola
point

'c

No solutions

curve aa « 2OC, C

(b)

a OL.

K

a

Figure 3.4. (a) The isola singularity occuring at the turning point of the saddle- 
node curve (Sn). Two steady state solutions co-exist in the hatched region while 
there are no solutions in the unhatched region, (b) Three bifurcation diagrams 
generated by taking sections at ttj (isola), (critical) and (no solution).
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(a)

transcritical 
point y /No solutions

2 solutions

curve aa« 1 c

(b)

a a . a

1

Figure 3.5. (a) The transcritical singularity occuring at the turning point of the 
saddle-node curve (Sn). Two steady state solutions co-exist in the hatched region 
while there are no solutions in the unhatched region, (b) Three bifurcation diagrams 
generated by taking sections at (critical) and a^.
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H

X

B

P

Figure 3.6. The hysteresis (H) and isola/transcritical (B) varieties for the pitchfork 
separate the a - p  parameter plane into four regions with qualitatively different 
bifurcation diagrams.
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3.2.2 Extensions

The concepts introduced in the previous section need to be extended in two important 

ways for application to the fire growth models described in section 2.4.

The transition between two functions

One of the key nonlinear features present in fire growth models identified in section

2.3.3 was the switch that occurs between the fuel and ventilation controlled regimes. 

This switch is reflected in the models by the transition between the use of two different 

functions, fj and f2. Such transition points between these two functions therefore 

represents a qualitative change in the nature of the solutions traced out in the bifurcation 

diagram and are given by the (%, X) satisfying:

f 1 = f2 = 0 (3.8)

Consideration of the behaviour of these transition points results in the derivation of 

varieties analogous to those outlined in section 3.2.1.

(i) The transition hysteresis variety

The intersection of a fold point of one of the functions (assumed here to be f j  with the 

transition point between the two function produces a singular point which separates 

bifurcation diagrams which display hysteresis from those which do not, as shown in 

figure 3.7. Such a variety is defined by:

^12 = (^1 ^ ^  ^

(ii) The transition isola/transcritical varieties

Two adjacent transition points between the two functions, may coalesce and disappear 

as illustrated in figures 3.8 and 3.9, to produce singular points analogous to the isola 

and transcritical varieties defined in section 3.2.1. At the singular point (x*,X*) where 

the transition points meet, the tangents of the two functions fi(%,X) = 0  and f2(%o,Xo) = 0  

are equal. Expressing the two functions as solution branches, (%/(X), %2(^)) such that:
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a a . a

f,

Î2  valid

fj valid

Figure 3.7. Unfoldings of the transition hysteresis singularity between two functions 
fj and f^, where fj is valid below the horizontal dashed line and f^ is valid above it.

a a. a

<E>
valid

fj valid

Figure 3.8. Unfoldings of the transition isola singularity between two functions fj and f^

a

f,

«C a

f,

f2 valid

f,1

f  j valid

Figure 3.9. Unfoldings of the transition transcritical singularity between two functions
fj and f .̂
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f,(%i(X),X) = 0
(3.10)

f,(%,(X),X) = 0

at this singular point we obtain:

^  ^^2(X) I /o 1 i\
'  d \

Implicit differentiation of equation (3.3) allows the expression of these tangents in terms 

of the functions fj and fg such that,

dx,(X)  ̂ _ f,,x
'  f . .

(3.12)

with a similar expression for d%2(X)/dX with the index 2 replacing 1. Substitution of 

these identities into equation (3.11), produces a condition for the two tangents being 

equal, which after rearranging becomes,

= 0  (3.13)

The corresponding variety is therefore defined by:

B>2 = {f, = = ( f , / 2.x -  k A J  = 0} (3.14)

In addition to these two varieties, we also note that each of the individual functions fj 

and f2 may exhibit the varieties outlined in section 3.2.1.

Boundary varieties

Physical constraints on the system being modelled may mean that limits exist on the 

values that the state variable and the distinguished parameter can meaningfully take. 

Such constraints can therefore cause boundaries to be imposed on the form of the 

bifurcation diagram. As limit points and transition points intersect these boundaries, 

changes in the qualitative form of the bifurcation diagram occur (within the bounded 

region). Consideration of these singularities result in the derivation of the corresponding
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boundary varieties. Such boundary varieties are defined and utilised in the treatment of 

a fire growth model given in section 4.1.2. It is also important to consider any 

constraints that may exist on the systems auxiliary parameters, which together with the 

distinguished parameter, define a feasible parameter region.

Dynamic bifurcations

Finally we note that the ideas presented here can be generalised to classify dynamic 

bifurcations in the form of degenerate H opf bifurcation points (at a Hopf bifurcation 

point a limit cycle meets a fixed point attractor) see, for example. Gray and Roberts

[1988].
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3.3 Path following methods

In section 3.2 we introduced the concept of the bifurcation diagram, which gives a 

graph of the solutions % vs X which satisfy,

f(x ,X ) = 0 , (3-15)

where the auxiliary parameters, a  are now assumed constant and have been suppressed. 

Since the function f is generally nonlinear it may be either difficult or impossible to 

obtain this diagram analytically. In such cases path following or continuation methods 

provide a means to locate and trace out the solution branches of the bifurcation diagram 

numerically. For general reviews of such techniques see for example, Brindley et al.

[1989], Doedel et al. [1991], Foale & Thompson [1991], Allgower & Georg [1993] or 

Seydel [1991].

The first problem that must be addressed in the application o f such path following 

methods is the location of a solution X*) to equation (3.15). The most common 

numerical technique employed to achieve this is the Newton-Raphson root finding 

method.

3.3.1 The Newton-Raphson root finding method

For a fixed X, X*, the nonlinear algebraic equation (3.15) reduces to f(%) =  0. The 

Newton-Raphson method gives an iterative procedure for locating a root x* which 

satisfies this equation [Press et al. 1992]. Given an initial guess x„, a new (and 

hopefully better) estimate x^+i is obtained by correcting x^ by Ax

(3.16)

where Ax is found by solving the linear equation

(3.17)

Note that this can only be achieved if f^T^O. This process is then iterated until a
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satisfactory convergence to x  is achieved (or suspended after a specified number of 

iterations if  convergence is not achieved). Figure 3.10 shows a geometrical 

interpretation of the method with the tangent of f  at the initial guess Xq, fjix ^ ,  being 

used to find a better approximation to %% at the point where the tangent crosses the 

axes, Xj, which in turn can be used as a new guess to find an even better approximation 

X2  by repeating the procedure.

The Newton method can be readily generalised for application to a system of n 

equations (such as those given in the definition of the varieties of section 3.2)

F (tt)  = 0 , , uEMT  (3-18)

where F  is a vector of nonlinear functions and m is a vector o f variables/parameters 

(e.g. u = {x, X, a„.2))- The differential f, then becomes the Jacobian of F  with

respect to m, D„F with equation (3.17) becoming

D „ F ( u, ) A k = F (« ,)  (3.19)

while equation 3.16 is replaced by

“ ..I  = « , -  Au (3.20)

Again note that in order for equation (3.19) to be tractable the Jacobian must be non

singular.

In order to converge, Newton’s method requires the initial guess to be reasonably 

"close" to the root. If this condition is not satisfied, successive iterations will rapidly 

diverge away from the solution point. In applications if no "good" first guess is 

available, a Monte-Carlo method generating and testing random starts for the Newton 

procedure may be employed as a practical means for finding initial solution points.

3.3.2 Predictor corrector methods

Having obtained a "first" solution point (x \ X*) of equation (3.3) we now wish to trace
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F ( X )

Figure 3.10. A geometrical representation of the Newton-Raphson 
method.
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out its path (i.e. the value of jc) as the parameter X varies. The standard tool for 

achieving this is the predictor-corrector method. As the name suggest such methods are 

split into two parts; the predictor, which based on the last known point (or points) 

makes a prediction as to where the next point on the path is located and the corrector 

step which uses this predicted point as an initial guess to home in on the true solution 

point satisfying equation (3.15) in an iterative manner (see figure 3.11).

Assume that a solution point on the path, (;c*,X*) is already known (here superscripts 

refer to the kth iterate number for the predictor - not x  raised to the power k). Then 

provided f,(;c^,X*)?^0 the Implicit Function Theorem guarantees the existence of a 

unique solution branch %(X) around (;c*,X*). Typically the foundation used for the 

predictor is the tangent to the solution path at (;t^,X^, (dx/dX)^. Implicit differentiation 

of f(;c(X),X)=0 with respect to X results in an expression for the tangent (cf. section

3.2.2 equation (3.12))

djc
dX

k fX (3.21)

The predictor for the next x  value on the solution curve at X̂'*’̂  =  X* +  AX is then 

given by

dX
(3.22)

where AX is the length of the step taken along the X direction. Alternatively the secant 

predictor, based on the last two points on the solution curve can be used

x^ -  x ’̂ + A \( x ^  -  %*"') (3.23)

The predicted point can then be used as an initial guess in the corrector, usually the 

Newton method, where it is iterated until a satisfactory convergence onto the solution 

branch is achieved (note that during the corrector stage X has a fixed value, X*"̂ )̂. This 

method forms the basis of the path following process and is known as Euler-Newton 

continuation.
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X

Obtain approximate 
solution using secant 

predictor

PREDICTOR

àXAA.

Figure 3.11(a). The predictor provides an approximation to the next 
point on the path being followed.

CORRECTORX
Apply Newton 
until point 
converges to trae 
solution

Figure 3.11(b). The corrector homes in onto a point on the path.
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However the restriction that provides a hint that the method is going to

encounter problems at limit points where the solution curve fold back on itself. In fact 

as X is steadily incremented in steps of AX, the predictor will eventually suggest a 

point outside the region where the solution branch exists, leading to divergence of the 

corrector, and the breakdown of the procedure (figure 3.12). In order to avoid such a 

disastrous situation, the path following method must be adapted so that it can "walk" 

around any fold points that might be present.

3.3.3 Local parameterisatlon and pseudo-arclength continuation

Conceptually, perhaps the simplest way to adapt the method is to use what is known as 

local parameterisation, putting the state variable x  and the control parameter X on an 

equal footing. Initially this method proceeds in the same manner as Euler-Newton 

continuation, taking steps in the X direction and finding the corresponding x  value on 

the solution curve via the predictor-corrector. However on approaching the fold point 

the parameterisation is switched (effectively swapping the axes of the diagram), so that 

steps are taken in the x  direction with the predictor-corrector being used to locate the 

X value on the solution curve (see figure 3.13). Once the fold point has been safely 

negotiated the parameterisation can then be switched back to its original form. 

Numerically this procedure is achieved by augmenting the Newton method for 

f(jc,X) =  f(y) =  0 with a second equation N(m, X) =  y,- - =  0, where y-, is the

component o f y=(%,X) which is held fixed and y,̂  is its numerical value (constant for 

the Newton iteration). The value of i (=  1 or 2) is then chosen on the basis of which 

of the components o f Ay =  (A%, AX) is the smallest.

The solution branch itself can also be parameterised in terms of the arclength s, 

measured along the path defined as

'  = 1 (3.24)dx 2 dX
ds ds

An alternative way of modifying the method based on this idea is to again augment the
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X

AXAX

Figure 3.12. Failure of the Euler-Newton method at a fold
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/« \  Treat direction with largest 
 ̂  ̂ component of As as the

effective parameter: its value is 
fixed for the Newton corrector
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A XAx >

Fix value of x for Newton
AX

Ax
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Figure 3.13. Local parameterization.
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Newton method with a second equation, this time given by

d%
ds

k
( X  -  X ^ )  +

ds

k

(X -  X*) -  (5 -  5*) = 0
(3.25)

The geometrical interpretation of this equation is that it constrains the Newton method 

to a plane perpendicular to the tangent predictor = - /  + As tj", a. distance Ay away 

from /  (see curve (a) shown in figure 3.14), where the tangent vector to point y * =  

(x*, X*) is given by r/=(cLc/dy,dX/dy)*. This approach, known as pseudo-arclength 

continuation again allows the fold point to be traversed without any problems.

3.3.4 Singular value decomposition and the pseudo-inverse method

For the modifications made to the continuation method described in the previous sub

section an additional equation was augmented to the Newton method in order to 

constrain it to search along a specified line running through the solution curve. A 

different approach adopted by Meijaard 1992 and Foale 1993 is to make use of the 

singular value decomposition (SVD) technique [Golub & Van Loan 1989, Press et al. 

1992], which allows any matrix A to be decomposed into sub-matrices U ,W ,V, where 

U and V are ortho-normal matrices and W is a diagonal matrix, with positive, real 

elements Wj, known as the singular values of A, such that A=UW V^. The columns of 

U associated with the non-zero singular values form a basis for the range o f A while 

the columns of V associated with the zero singular values form a basis for the nullspace 

of A.

Firstly we define a new function vector G(y)=(f(y), 0), where y= (x ,\)  and a zero has 

been augmented to the original equation. The Newton method applied to this system 

then gives

3'».! = y .  -  (3.26)

where
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(a) Pseudo arclength 
continuation method

X
(b) SVD Pseudo- 
inverse Newton - 

method

Figure 3.14. A comparison of path following methods, (a) Pseudo arclength 
continuation; (b) SVD Pseudo-Inverse Newton method.
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D ,G (yJA )^  = G (y J  (3.27)

Conventionally this linear system has no well specified solution since the Jacobian 

matrix is singular. In fact since the system is under-determined, it corresponds to a one

dimensional line of solutions in the (x, X) plane (running parallel to the nullspace of 

D),G(yJ)) all o f which satisfy f(x„,\,)=0. However SVD allows the definition of a 

pseudo-inverse of the matrix Dy(yJ, denoted Dy(yJ^, even in the case when it is 

singular, and no conventional matrix inverse exists, such that

Ay = V diag
W:

(3.28)

where the 1/w, element is replaced with a zero if w,= 0  (or in a numerical 

implementation if it is less than a specified threshold). The solution produced by this 

equation has the shortest length | Ay| (i.e takes the shortest path from the origin o f the 

(x, X) plane to the one-dimensional line of solutions). This effectively restricts the 

corrector iterations to a line from the predictor running perpendicular to the solution 

curve as shown in figure 3.14 as curve (b).

The action of the pseudo-inverse Newton method is schematically outlined in figure 

3.15. The nullspace of D^(yJ, N ull\D y(yJ]  in the (x,X) plane, by definition, maps to the 

origin of G. Since the second component of G(yJ is zero the range Range\D y(y^]  has 

basis (1, 0) in G. Given an initial guess (x„, XJ equation 3.27 defines a line of 

solutions, running parallel to V«//[D^(y„)] and passing through (x„, XJ. The SVD 

solution then gives the shortest vector solution Ay from the origin to the solution line 

running perpendicular to Null[Dy(y^]. Subtracting this vector from (x„, XJ in 

accordance with equation 3.26, then gives the new guess (x„+;, X„+;) which also lies in 

N ull[D y(yJ].  This process can be repeated in an iterative manner until a satisfactory 

convergence to the solution point /  is attained. In addition, the basis vector for the 

nullspace N u ll[D y(f) ]  also specifies the tangent vector to the path at y*, 

tj^=(dx/ds,d\ldsf. Thus since the basis vector for the nullspace is given by the vector 

V, SVD can also supply the tangent vector to be used in the predictor step, /  =  y* +
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oo<1

D y G ( y o )

y = { x , X )

(Xq , X q) R ange[D ^G (vo)]

SVD solution of 
D .G  ( y„ ) Ay = G ( Vo )

Line of solutions of
DyG( yo)  Ay = G( y Q)

Figure 3.15. A schematic outline of the SVD pseudo-inverse Newton method. The Newton method with initial guess (xo,Xo), applied to the 
augmented system G(y), defines a line of solutions DyG(yo)Ay = G(yo) of which SVD finds the closest to the origin. This vector when 
applied to (xo,Xo) produces an improved approximation of the root satisfying f(x, X)=0 .



As where Aj is now interpreted as the step length along the path. Constrained in this 

way any fold point on the path can be negotiated without problem.

The above approach provides an elegant formulation for the path following method and 

is the one adopted for the numerical studies performed here. The step length As control 

used, is a simple adaptive scheme based on the specification of an ideal number of 

Newton iterations required for convergence. If the actual number of iterations required 

is greater than this number then the step-size is halved; if it is less than the specified 

number then the step size is multiplied by a factor of 1.5. This control mechanism has 

proven to be adequate for the range of applications tackled here.

Before leaving this section we note that the path following methods described here for 

obtaining the bifurcation diagram % vs X specified by f(r,X )=0, can easily be extended 

(in a similar manner to the Newton method discussed in sub-section 3.3.1) for 

application to systems of equations, thus allowing the varieties defined in section 3.2 

to be traced out numerically. Similarly augmenting additional equations characteristic 

of bifurcation (e.g. fold) points allows the paths of the bifurcation lines to be traced 

numerically. Path following methods can also be generalised for numerical investigation 

o f bifurcational behaviour in partial differential equations (see for example Kubikec and 

Marek [1983] or Winters [1991]).
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3.4 The Jepson and Spence method

Jepson and Spence [1985], present a numerical approach for obtaining the varieties 

which divide the auxiliary parameter plane. The method is based upon the fact that the 

singular points o f /a n d  its derivatives, which combine together to define successive co

dimension bifurcations, form a hierarchy which can be ‘climbed’, until the desired 

order bifurcation singularity type, or ultimately an organizing centre is obtained. When 

used in conjunction with a continuation method, this approach provides a systematic 

way to obtain the location o f higher order singularities. Thus, for example, the solution 

path o f /= 0  can be path followed (w .r.t x  and X) whilst monitoring the value o f /  for 

any zeroes which occur. Once located, such a singular (fold) point (defined b y / = / = 0 )  

can also be path followed (now w .r.t %, X and auxiliary parameter a^), this time 

monitoring for any zeroes which occur in / ,  o r / , ,  which would provide the location for 

starting points on the hysteresis and isola/transcritical varieties respectively.

In order to be applied to the compartment models introduced in chapter 2, the method 

must be modified to allow for the transition between two functions which are valid in 

different regimes. Figure 3.16 shows such a modified hierarchy, which displays a 

‘trinary’ structure (as opposed to the binary structure exhibited by the standard Jepson 

and Spence hierarchy), incorporating transition points and transition hysteresis and 

isola/transcritical varieties. Thus, application of numerical path following methods, 

together with monitoring for singularities in the appropriate functions indicated by the 

hierarchy, allow both conventional and transition varieties to be determined.
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3.5 Numerical Integration of ordinary differential equations

A number of numerical methods exist for solving the set of equations 3.1, giving the 

trajectory of state variables % as a function of time and allowing an examination of the 

transient behaviour of the dynamical system [see for example Press et al. 1992 or 

Parker and Chua 1989]. They can be divided into two broad categories; single-step and 

multi-step techniques. In single step methods the next approximate point on the 

trajectory is obtained from the just the previous point alone while in multistep methods 

two or more of the previous points located are utilised. Examples of single-step 

integration algorithms include Euler and Runge-Kutta methods while Adams-Bashforth 

and Gear algorithms are examples of multistep algorithms. Here a single step Runge- 

Kutta method is adopted in preference to the multistep methods because of lower start 

up costs, relative robustness and simplicity of operation, and the availability of easily 

implemented adaptive step-size strategies.

The basic idea behind the Runge-Kutta algorithm is the use of a Taylor series expansion 

about the present point to obtain an approximation to the next point. The classical 

fourth order Runge-Kutta formula is given by

*1 = * (3.29)

L  = h f ( f  + /z , X + ^3) (3.32)

(3-33)

The function is evaluated four times: once at the initial point, twice at trial midpoints
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and once at a trial endpoint. This information is then combined to give the value of the 

next point. For maximum efficiency of integration an adaptive step-size procedure was 

employed [Press et al. 1992]. Briefly, the adaptive step-size algorithm works by taking 

one step forward at a given step size together with two step at half the step size starting 

from the same initial point and comparing the difference in the values of the final point 

obtained with a user tolerance set by the user. If this error is within this tolerance then 

the value generated by the two step procedure is accepted and the size of the next 

integration step is increased (by an amount based on the magnitude of the error). 

However, if  the difference exceeds the tolerance then the step-size is reduced and the 

process repeated for the new step-size. In this way the size of the integration step is 

maintained at around the maximum allowed level set by the user and the differential 

equations are integrated in the most efficient manner.
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4. Analysis of fire growth models

4.1 Bifurcation analysis of the simplified radiation feedback model

As discussed in section 3.2, bifurcation analysis is concerned with examining the 

changes in the nature of these solutions as the system parameters vary. In the approach 

adopted here we construct the bifurcation diagram tracing the variation o f with 

changes in the distinguished parameter, chosen here to be non-dimensional fuel area, 

a, to produce a solution curve. We then map out how the other auxiliary parameters 

(m^, 7 , /?, r) effect the qualitative form of this bifurcation diagram. The ultimate goal 

is to obtain an overall picture of the different types of behaviour that the model can 

exhibit, via a map of parameter space showing where these behaviour types are located.

4.1.1 Non-dimensional area a, as the distinguished parameter

Having obtained the functions fi  and ^  describing fire growth in a compartment in 

section 2.4.1, we shall now examine their stationary steady state solutions and the form 

of the {x, a) bifurcation diagrams. Figure 4.1 shows a typical form of bifurcation 

diagram for equation (2.44) plotting x  against a. It is split into two regions; fuel 

controlled where f i  is valid and ventilation controlled where is valid, by the function 

fs  = f 2 ~fi (stoichiometric line).

There are two qualitative forms of {x, a) bifurcation diagram exhibited by equation 

(2.44), shown in figure 4.2. The first type is a single valued, monotonie function of a, 

making a transition from fuel to ventilation control at Tj2. The second diagram type 

folds back at Pj (a fold bifurcation) before encountering T 12 to produce an ‘S’ shaped 

curve. It can thus display hysteresis (i.e. shifting the parameter in one direction results 

in different behaviour from moving it the other way).

The fold point ?i is given by,
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Ventilation Controlled RegionX

-------

Fuel Controlled Region

a

Figure 4.1. A typical bifurcation diagram showing the x  solution curve 
as a function of die parameter a. The fuel and ventilation controlled 
regimes are separated by the (broken) stoichiometric line. A fold 
bifurcation occurs at while the fuel to ventilation control transition 
occurs at

X X

a a
Figure 4.2. The two qualitative types of (jc , a) bifurcation diagrams;
(i) monotonie single valued response; (ii) ' S' shape response displaying 
hysteresis.
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(4.1)

fij, denotes the differential o f / /  with respect to x. The solution to this set of equations 

(rejecting negative and imaginary roots) for x  and a is,

% = 7 ' 27 ' 1
% (4.2)

c 3/7 ' '  4 b 7^

Note that for generalised exponentp  values ( l < / 7< 4) the critical non-dimesionalised 

temperature excess, x^ and fuel area, at the fold bifurcation point become

=
7

_b{p  -  1 ) ’ '  p b y " - '
(4.3)

From these relations we observe that a lower critical temperature value can be attained 

by either reducing the free bum parameter, 7  or by increasing the radiation feedback 

parameter, b. Similarly the critical fuel area value can be lowered by increasing either 

7  or 6 or by decreasing the mass air flow rate parameter m^.

The fuel to ventilation controlled transition point T̂ g is given by,

P2 = { / l  =/2 = 0  }

The solution to this set of equations for x  and a is.

(4.4)

m.
X.. =

a . .  -

^ m / + ( 1 + 4 + 6 ztz/ + 4 m / + m /)  7

(4.5 a)

(4.5 b)

The transition hysteresis variety defined by the equation (3.9) can be solved for%, a and 

b, giving 6 as a function of

3m ,
6 ( H „ ) = (4.6)

Figure 4.3 shows the transition hysteresis bifurcation line H ,,, dividing the (m„, b)
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Figure 4 3 . Plot of the (b, ma) parameter map showing the 
transition hysteresis variety dividing the two qualitative types of 
bifurcation diagrams.
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parameter space into transition hysteresis and non-hysteresis bifurcation types. This 

forms a very simple division of the parameter space into two fundamental types of 

behaviour. Note that the other varieties for this model with a as the distinguished 

parameter cannot be satisfied within the feasible parameter regime.

4.1.2 Boundary bifurcations

The effect of physical constraints on the behaviour of the system can also be

considered. For example the fuel area cannot physically cover an area larger than the

compartment floor (here we exclude the possibility of other burning surfaces on the 

walls etc.) In this case only values of the dimensionless area parameter less than unity 

are physically possible. A flashover threshold can also be introduced by defining some 

critical non-dimensional temperature excess value, Xp at which the upper layer ignites 

and flashover is deemed to have occurred. Thus on the bifurcation diagram there are 

now bounding lines imposed on the solution curves, representing these constraints (see 

Figure 4.4). The right line, denoted L, is the a = l  boundary, while the top line, 

denoted is the boundary. Extra forms of bifurcation diagram are generated by 

the interaction of the solution curve with the boundaries. These additional boundary 

bifurcations (also shown in Figure 4.5) are:

(i). Fold point P, on the max area boundary (L J.

Li = { /i “ 1 ) = 0}  (4.7)

which solved for x, a and Z?, gives b the form.

= (4.8)
' 256 f

(ii). Fuel/Vent transition point Tj2 on max area boundary (L12).

^1 2  = { /i  =/2 = (  ̂ 1 ) = 0 }  (4* )̂

with solution,
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X

X
c

f ,  = 0

Figure 4.4. Bifuraction diagram with additional boundary box (upper flashover 
threshold and maximum area boundaries). Subscripts c, f  and v denote values 
at fold point Pj, flashover threshold crossing point, and fuel/vent transition point 
Tj2 respectively.
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Figure 4.5. Boundary bifurcation types, (i) Fold point Pj on max area 
boundary, (ii) fuel/vent transition point on the max area boundary,
(iii) fold point P, at the flashover threshold, (iv) fuel/vent transition point 
T ,2 at the flashover threshold, (v) comer bifurcation, where fuel controlled 
solution curve meets the comer of the box.
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M L , ) . 3 1)  (4.10)
4m„

(iii). Fold point Pi on the flashover boundary (L^i).

L„, ={/, =/,., = (JC-V

with solution

*(L „,) = 3 r j  (4.12)
3Xjr

(iv). Fuel/Vent transition point ?2 on flashover boundary (Lyn).

^ui2 ■ i f  I ' f i  = -  0 } (4-13)

In this case we cannot solve for b, since the bifurcation line is independent of it. We 

therefore solve for instead,

(4.14)

(v). Comer bifurcation:- fuel controlled solution meets com er of the bounding box (L )̂

k  { /i = " n  = ( ^ - ^ / )  = 0 }  (4.15)

with solution,

(L,) = (4 16)

The different bifurcation lines intersect at several common points. These points 

represent higher order singularities. We can obtain the organizing centre (and hence the 

value of 7 ) where all the lines intersect at a single point. This point (denoted O J will 

further organise the set of parameter maps, with respect to the parameter 7 , into two
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Figure 4.6. The (y, r) parameter map showing the position of the lines 
separating the qualitatively different types of (b, m&) parameter maps 
(I, n  and III) shown in figure 4.7.
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different qualitative types. It is determined by solving the set o f equations,

Oc = { / i  = /2 =/i.,c = ( ^ ” O = ( ^ - ^ / ) = 0  } (4.17)

for X, a, b, and y  to give,

Thus the qualitative form of the (by m j  parameter map will change as y  passes through

this value. Further analysis shows that the Lj2 line crossing the Une on the m, axis

also produces a qualitative change in the form of the (by m j  map. This point (yo) is 

given by finding the value of satisfying,

{ 6 ( L J = 6 = 0 ;  (4.19)

resulting in,

m ^  = y r  (4.20)

and then setting equation (4.14), ^^(Lun) =  to obtain (using equation (4.18)),

(4.21)

Figure 4.6 shows a plot of 7 (OJ and yo lines plotted for varying stoichiometric ratio, 

r, values which can be seen to divide the (7 , r) parameter space into three qualitative 

types of ( b y  parameter maps.

Figure 4.7 shows the result of combining the bifurcation lines to obtain the extended 

( b y  ) parameter map, including boundary bifurcations, for the different 7 regimes. 

Note that not all of these bifurcation lines separate regions which have qualitative 

changes occurring within the bounding rectangle (i.e. some of the lines are redundant). 

Thus, it is the reduced form of each parameter map, restricted to lines which do effect 

the qualitative form of the bifurcation diagram within the bounding box which is shown. 

Each of the roman numerals corresponds to one of the bifurcation diagrams listed in
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Figure 4.7. The three qualitatively different types of {b, rria) parameter maps 
(I, n, rn) found at different values of parameter y. The maps are composed of 
different types of varieties separating the bifurcation diagrams shown in 
figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8. The qualitatively different types of bifurcation diagram 
corresponding to the regions shown in figure 4.7.
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figure 4.8.

From the qualitative forms of the bifurcation diagrams listed we can identify two 

distinct types of flashover (indicated by crossing of the flashover threshold L J : (a) 

direct (diagram vi) and (b) jump (diagram iii). In type (a) the solution line intersects the 

flashover line {x=x) directly (i.e. as a monotonically increasing function of a). In type 

(b) the solution line folds back at P,. Thus increasing the parameter a past this point 

would result in a jum p up to the flashover line. Both these types have the ventilation 

control level above the flashover line. If however the ventilation level is below the 

flashover threshold then we obtain two further diagram types (diagrams iv and v). 

These are analogous to the two flashover types, but now crossing o f the flashover 

threshold is prevented by the transition from fuel to ventilation control. These two 

diagrams are respectively denoted as the direct ventilation control type and the jump 

ventilation control type. Of the remainder, diagram i represents a solution line which 

does not cross the flashover threshold, while diagrams ii and vii have isolated upper 

branches which either intersect with the flashover threshold or become vent controlled.

For the two regions corresponding to flashover in the parameter maps (iii & vi), we 

make the following observations:

The direct flashover region (vi).

(a) Only exists for 7  greater than 7 (0 J .

(b) The region is situated at small to moderate b and values.

The jum p flashover region (iii).

(a) Exists at all 7  values

(b) The region is situated at high b values and covers a large range of values.

4.1.3 Non-dimensionalised air mass flow rate as the distinguished parameter

We will now repeat the bifurcation analysis o f the radiation feedback model, this time 

using as the distinguished parameter and using x  to parameterise the solution. In this 

case the equations defining the transition hysteresis variety H 12 are satisfied by
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■ 3 ?

whilst solving for the transition isola/transcritical variety results in

■ 7 ( 3 ^  '*■” >

The remaining varieties for this model with as the distinguished parameter cannot 

be satisfied within the feasible parameter regime.

Figure 4.9(a) shows the H12 and Bjj varieties plotted on the {a,b) plane, with 7 = 1  and 

r = 8  (note that for other 7  values we can rescale a and b to put it into this form). The 

transition hysteresis variety is a single valued line, while the transition isola/transcritical 

variety forms a cusp. The two varieties intersect and divide the parameter space into 

four distinct regions (a magnification of the intersection area forming region iii is shown 

in figure 4.9(b). The qualitative bifurcation diagrams corresponding to these regions (i- 

iv) are given in figure 4.10. In these diagrams the fuel and ventilation controlled 

regimes are divided by the stoichiometric (broken) line. The solution branches below 

this stoichiometric line are fuel controlled while those lying above the line are 

ventilation controlled.

The X  vs bifurcation diagram of region (i) occurring at low radiation feedback levels 

displays two modes of behaviour, with a (monotonie increasing) ventilation controlled 

branch at low ventilation (m j levels where the availability of air restricts the energy 

release rate and a (monotonie decreasing) fuel controlled branch at large where 

higher flow rates result in increased convective cooling of the compartment’s interior. 

The maximum temperature (jc) value is attained between these two extremes, at the 

intersection of the two branches on the stoichiometric line. The x  vs bifurcation 

diagram found in region (ii) has a similar form to (i), but with an additional isolalated 

solution branch {isola) occurring further up the stoichiometric line, composed of both 

a fuel and ventilation controlled branch forming a loop. In the type (iv) diagram 

occurring at high radiation feedback levels {b values) the fuel controlled solution branch
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Figure 4.9. Varieties dividing the {a, b) parameter plane into the four different 
qualitative types shown in figure 4.10. (a) H 12 and B 12 varieties; (b) an enlarged 
view of the boxed region in (a) showing the type (iii) region.
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Figure 4.10. The x  vs ma bifurcation diagram types corresponding to the regions 
shown in figure 4.9. (i) single valued fuel/vent transition (ii) isola (iii) isola plus 
hysteresis (iv) breaking wave.
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has a fold point, leading to a breaking wave form. As a result the model can exhibit 

both a flashover jum p from the lower fold point and an extinction jum p from the upper 

transition point and the consequent hysteresis behaviour which has been demonstrated 

experimentally for varying ventilation by Hasemi and Tokunaga [1983]. Finally in the 

tiny region (iii) the x  vs the breaking wave form diagram has an additional isola 

solution branch further up the stoichiometric line.

4.1.4 Transient behaviour

Neglecting fuel consumption

Using the simple flame spread model to produce an increasing fire size, the transient 

behaviour of the model can be examined, comparing with the qualitative predictions of 

the critical area and temperature for the steady state model.

Figure 4.11 shows temperature time histories for a typical parameter set at several 

ventilation parameter values. At low levels of ventilation (/Mg= 0.2) the development of 

the trajectory is more gentle and restricted to lower maximum temperatures. For 

moderate ventilation levels (m  ̂ =  1.0, 2.0, 4.0), the trajectory undergoes a steep rise 

in temperature, indicative of flashover, before levelling out at the high temperature 

ventilation controlled limit. As is increased the time to flashover also rises 

correlating with the increase in critical area size (which therefore takes a longer time 

to achieve) predicted by equation (4.2). Finally at high ventilation levels (m^=5.0) the 

maximum fuel area size is insufficient to trigger flashover and the trajectory remains 

at at a low temperature fuel controlled level.

Figure 4.12 shows variation of the trajectories with free bum parameter 7 . Clearly 

flashover only occurs if 7  is high enough (7  > 0 .55), corresponding to the critical area 

size being reduced to less than the maximum fuel area size. While the time to flashover 

decreases with 7 , the critical temperature appears to become marginally higher as would 

be predicted by equation (4.2).
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ma = 4.0
Ma  =  2.0

ma  = 1.0

ma =  0.2 
ma = 5.0

Figure 4.11. Temperature time histories for five different ventilation parameter 
values (2? = 4.1 . 10^, y = 0.55 , r = 8.0). Note that the largest response and 
sharpest temperature rise (flashover) is produced at moderate ventilation values.

27= 10^
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X
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0.04

0.02

20 X

Figure 4.12. Temperature time histories for four different radiation feedback 
parameter values {ma = 2.0 , y = 0.55 , r = 8.0). Flashover occurs beyond a 
critical value of radiation feedback parameter.
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Figure 4.13. Temperature time histories for five different free bum parameter 
values {ma = 4.0 ,2? = 4.1 . 10  ̂, r  = 8.0). Flashover occurs beyond a 
critical value of free bum parameter.
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Figure 4.13 shows the variation in trajectory behaviour with changes in the radiation 

feedback parameter, b. Again this behaviour seems to match the qualitative predictions 

of (4.2), with flashover occurring above a critical b value (again corresponding to the 

maximum fuel area) and the time to flashover being reduced as 6 is further increased.

Figure 4.14 shows a comparison of the steady state solution path, with the 

corresponding transient trajectories for three different flame spread rates {v =  0.(X)1, 

0.0156, 0.1). Clearly for low spread rates, the transient trajectory approximates the 

steady state solution path, with the flashover jum p occurring at approximately the same 

(%, a) value as the fold bifurcation point. However at higher spread rates the transient 

trajectories ‘over-shoots’ the steady state bifurcation point, since in this vicinity it is 

only weakly unstable and flame spread continues to the fire area, to larger values, 

before the layer temperature responds and flashover occurs. Nevertheless the steady 

state bifurcation diagram appears to provide a lower bound on the location of the 

critical area size necessary for flashover. Note that the difference in characteristic 

timescales between temperature and flame spread rates is typically two orders of 

magnitude.

Including fuel consumption

Figure 4.15 illustrates the qualitative effect of introducing fuel consumption, into the 

model for two different maximum fuel areas. For <3„,^=0.075, the maximum fuel area 

is insufficient to trigger flashover and the compartment fire bums at a low temperature, 

which is gradually decreasing with time. However for a ^= Q . \ the maximum burning 

fuel area is sufficient to trigger flashover, resulting in a steep rise in the trajectory to 

a high temperature. As a consequence of such high temperature levels, the fuel is 

consumed in a very short space of time, producing an equally sharp decrease in 

temperature (extinction jump). Thus the overall effect of flashover is to produce a sharp 

(short duration) peak in the temperature time history. Note also that despite there being 

more than six times the amount of fuel the flashover trajectory is completely burnout 

after 12 time units, while the non-flashover trajectory is still burning after 20 time 

units.
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a
Figure 4.14. Comparison of the steady state curve with transient 
trajectories for different flame spread parameter values. For v = 0.001 
the location of the flashover jump approximates the fold bifurcation point. 
At higher spread rates the flashover jump occurs at larger fuel areas.
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0.06

^m ax  —  0.1
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Figure 4.15. Temperature time histories indicating the effect of mass 
consumption. For = 0.075, the temperature remains at a low level 
with slight fuel consumption. However, for a„uix = 0.1 the fuel area is 
sufficiently large to trigger flashover, resulting in a sharp temperature 
peak as the remaining fuel is consumed and extinction occurs.
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4.2 Thomas vitiation model

Firstly we seek to reduce the two equations for each regime (in terms o f both x  and y) 

to a single equation. Solving for y  in the fuel controlled regime we obtain

^ m ,-a r x -a b x *  (4.24)

which can then be used to eliminate y  and produces a single equation (in terms of x) for 

the fuel controlled regime

-  (1 + m jx  + = 0 (4.25)

The ventilation controlled expression is just equation 2.57(a) (y=0).

We now proceed to derive the varieties relevant for the vitiation model (note that once 

again we will use x  to parameterise the varieties). Solving the equations defining the 

transition hysteresis variety H12 we obtain

■ I . , . ( " - 3 , , )  ■ ■ 3 ?

For this model it is also possible to solve the equations defining the isola/transcritical 

variety in the fuel controlled regime, Bj producing

) = ^> -x(2*3rx*^l3rx(i*3rx)  3 / 3  ) = —  (4.27)
' 8 ' ' 3x*

Finally solving for the transition isola/transcritical variety results in

■ 3̂  ■ ■ F Î3 & 4

In addition to this general solution there also exists a special solution which is also 

relevant to classifying the qualitative behaviour exhibited by the model, viz;

« (5 ,2) = 1 ; ( X = = 0 ) (4.29)
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This line divides those solution branches which start off fuel controlled from those 

which begin ventilation controlled. The remaining varieties for this model with as 

the distinguished parameter cannot be satisfied within the feasible parameter regime.

Figure 4.16(a) shows the Hjj, 6,2 and B, varieties plotted on the (a,/3) plane with r = 8 . 

Both the H ,2 and B, varieties are single valued (decreasing) functions o f a , while the

6,2 variety forms a cusp, together with a vertical line at œ =  1. Note that the B, variety 

occurs above the stoichiometric line (i.e. in the ventilation controlled regime where fg 

applies) to the right of the 6,2 cusp and is therefore omitted beyond this point. These 

three varieties combine to divide the parameter space into nine distinct regions with 

corresponding bifurcation diagram types shown in figure 4.17. A magnified view of the 

fine structure around the cusp point is given in figure 4.16(b).

The X  vs rria bifurcation to the left of the vertical 6,2 are fuel controlled at small 

while those to the right start off ventilation controlled. With this distinction in mind we 

can therefore broadly identify the diagrams separated by this line. Most of the 

bifurcations diagrams exhibit the same general behaviour as those occurring for the 

radiation feedback model, with distinguished. Thus the single-valued, limited 

response at small /3 (types i and ix), isola branches inside the 6,2  cusp (types ii and vii) 

and breaking wave form at large /3 levels (types iv, v and viii) parallel the types 

displayed by the feedback model. However, there is also an important new behaviour 

type exhibited by the vitiation model, due to the appearance of a second fold in the fuel 

controlled branch (at lower levels). This leads to a ‘back-to-back’ fold structure, 

producing a distinctive mushroom form for the x  vs diagram in regions (iii) and (vi) 

of the (a,/?) plane.

This mushroom form introduces the possibility of a second thermal instability 

mechanism with a flashover jump occurring now as is increased past the position of 

the new fold point. In physical terms, an increase in ventilation at this critical point 

leads to a rise in oxygen concentration which in turn results in a greater heat release 

rate and higher temperatures until restabilising on the upper ventilation controlled
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Figure 4.16. Varieties for the Thomas vitiation model, dividing the (a, p) 
plane into nine different regions, (a) H 12, B 12 and Bi varieties; (b) a magnified 
view of the boxed region in (a).
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Figure 4.17. The x  vs bifurcation diagram types for the Thoma vitiation 
model corresponding to the regions shown in figure 4.16. Note the mushroom 
forms of types (iii) and (vi) which allows the possibility of a second jump type 
when ma is increased (backdraft).
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branch. This second mechanism might possibly represent the backdraft phenomena, 

where an increase in air supply to a fire burning in a compartment (by the opening of 

a door for example) results in a sudden (often explosive) intensification of the fire. Note 

that this is flashover used in the original sense employed by firemen.

The results o f this bifurcation analysis parallel the findings o f Thomas [1980/81, 

1982(b)], who investigated the intersections of the fuel and ventilation controlled 

regimes on the stoichiometric line (for general p). Thomas obtains an (a ft)  diagram 

similar to figure 4.16, with lines equivalent to the B, and varieties, separating 

regions with different numbers of intersections on the stoichiometric line and identifies 

the existence of the mushroom form diagrams ‘just above’ the Bj line. The above 

bifurcation analysis improves upon this, yielding the H12 variety, which explicitly 

specifies regions (iii) and (vi), between the Bj and varieties where this behaviour 

occurs, as well as demarcating regions (ix), (viii), (iv) and (v).

Thomas also includes the effect of m^in the loss term, introducing the possibility of an 

upper fuel controlled solution. This suggests that a Hj variety may also present in the 

(a ft)  plane for this system.
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4.3 Takeda combustion efficiency model

4.3.1 Non-dimensionalised area a, as the distinguished parameter

We will now proceed to demonstrate the use of the numerical path following techniques 

described in chapter 3 to obtain an {m^yb) parameter map for the combustion efficiency 

model. As in section 4.1.1 we select a to be the distinguished parameter and b and 

to be the other two additional auxiliary parameters for which we will construct a 

parameter map (the remaining auxiliary parameters r, k  and 7  are considered to be fixed 

for the purposes of this analysis)

The first stage of the method is to obtain an % vs a  bifurcation diagram for a particular 

set o f auxiliary parameter values. Using Takeda's data [Takeda 1983] we select 

r= 6 .2 5 , 7 = 0 .1 5 , /c=0.25, 6=10^, m^=2.0 as our initial parameter set, and proceed 

to path follow fi= 0  in (%,a) space, monitoring f  1  ̂and for any singular points (e.g. 

fold or transition points) which might occur. In this case both fj  ̂and fg have a singular 

point from which we select the f  1  ̂ singularity as the starting point for the next step of 

the process (note that if no singular point had been detected we would need to select a 

different value of b or and try again). We now path follow the augmented system 

(f i= 0 , f, x=0 ) in (%, Û, m j  space from this point, monitoring fj x̂, fi.a and f% for 

singular points. This time singularities are detected in both fj and f;. Selecting the 

singular point we then repeat the procedure by following the (f i= 0 , f̂  *= 0 , f2= 0) in 

(%, a, m̂ y b) space (i.e. the H12 variety) monitoring fg.x, fi.xx and f, In this case 

singular points are detected in fj and f̂  These singular points can now serve as 

starting points for path following the B,, B,2, and H 12 varieties to produce the {m^yb) 

parameter map shown in figure 4.18(a), together with a magnified view of the ‘fine 

structure’ between the varieties in figure 4.18(b).

These varieties combine to divide the {m^yb) parameter space into seven distinct regions 

with the corresponding x \ s  a bifurcation diagrams listed in figure 4.19. The two major 

regions (i) and (iii) at low and high thermal feedback levels respectively have
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Figure 4.18. Varieties for the Takeda combustion efficiency model, dividing the 
{ma, b) parameter plane into seven different regions, (a) The and Hj varieties 
separating the three major region; (b) a magnified view of the fine structure found 
in the boxed region shown in (a) with additional and Bj varieties. The small 
boxed region in the lefthand bottom comer contains an additional region formed by 
the penetration of the B^  ̂variety into region (iii).
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Figure 4.19. The x v s a  diagram types for the Takeda combustion 
efficiency model corresponding to the regions shown in figure 4.18. 
Note the presence of a complete 's' form in the fuel controlled regime 
below the stoichiometric line, in types (ii), (v) and (vi).
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bifurcation diagrams similar to those types found in the analysis of the feedback model 

in section 4.1 separated by the H ,2 variety (i.e. one just displaying an intersection 

between the fuel and ventilation controlled regimes in (i) and the other with a fold in 

the fuel controlled regime which can therefore exhibit flashover if a is increased past 

the lower fold point). Note that once in the ventilation controlled regime, any increase 

in fuel area leads to a temperature decrease as the combustion efficiency is reduced.

The bifurcation diagram in region (ii) between the Hj and varieties exhibits both a 

lower and an upper fold point, producing a complete ‘S’ form within the fuel controlled 

regime. Consequently there is an additional (stable) upper fuel controlled solution 

branch which intersects with the stoichiometric line and becomes ventilation controlled.

Within the ‘fine structure’ shown in figure 4.18(b) the x  vs a bifurcation diagram of 

region (iv) is similar to (iii), but with an upper branch which becomes fuel controlled 

for a range of a in between two ventilation controlled regions. The diagrams found in 

regions (v) and (vi) are similar to type (ii), but with an additional isola solution 

composed of intersecting fuel and ventilation controlled branches. Note that the type (v) 

isola solution has a fold point present on the fuel controlled branch. There is also an 

additional bifurcation diagram type found in a tiny region (vii) formed by the B12 cusp 

penetrating into region (iii) (i.e. within the small boxed region in the left side lower 

comer of figure 4.18(b)), which is similar to type (vi) but with only the lower fold 

point present.

The main effect of the inclusion of the combustion efficiency term appears to be to 

introduce the possibility of an upper solution branch within the fuel controlled regime. 

Thus in this model a flashover jump may occur between two fuel controlled solutions.

4.3.2 Non-dimensionalised air mass flow rate as the distinguished parameter

Using the same approach as in the previous section, the (a, b) parameter map, treating 

as the distinguished parameter, can be obtained as shown in figure 4.20. The
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Figure 4.20. Varieties for the Takeda combustion efficiency model, with 
rria distinguished, dividing the {a, b) parameter plane into six different 
regions, (a) The » B^^and Hj varieties; (b) a magnified view of the 
boxed region in (a) showing the sixth region formed by the penetration 
of the Bj2 cusp into region (v).
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Figure 4.21. The x  vs ma bifurcation diagram types corresponding to the regions 
shown in figure 4.20. (i) single valued fuel/vent transition (ii) isola (iii) isola with 
fold (iv) breaking wave with hysteresis in fuel controlled regime (v) breaking wave 
(vi) isola plus hysteresis.
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varieties combine to divide the parameter space into six regions with qualitatively 

different (x, bifurcation diagram types (shown in 4.21). The bifurcation diagrams 

are broadly similar to those examined in section 4.1.3, but with additional types 

displaying hysteresis purely in the fuel controlled regime, with an upper fuel controlled 

solution branch (type (iv)) and a fold point present on the isolated solution branch (type 

(iii)).

The Hi2 variety itself can be observed to fold back at the intersection with the (vertical) 

H, variety, when a is approximately 0.45. Thus only type (i) behaviour (non-hysteresis) 

is exhibited for fuel area fractions larger than 0.45. This implies that at large fuel areas 

the resulting lower combustion efficiency is sufficient to suppress any hysteretic 

response, providing a major alteration in the qualitative form o f the parameter map 

produced by the feedback model, examined in section 4.1.

4.3.3 T ransient behaviour

Figure 4.22 shows two transient trajectories produced for the Takeda combustion 

efficiency model, together with the flame spread model, both with and without (broken 

line) fuel consumption. The main qualitative difference produced by the introduction of 

combustion efficiency, is the appearance of a secondary peak, just before the extinction 

jump and total fuel consumption, superimposed ontop of the primary peak (displayed 

by the simplified feedback model of section 4.1.4) and the ventilation controlled level 

indicated by the no fuel consumption trajectory.

This secondary peak may be explained in the following way. As the fire approaches 

burnout, the mass fuel flow rate is reduced. This reduction in fuel flow rate in turn 

results in an increase in combustion efficiency, due to an increase in residence time of 

the fuel gases in the compartment, leading to more efficient combustion. Whilst the fire 

remains ventilation controlled, the increased combustion efficiency results in increasing 

temperature culminating in a peak at the stoichiometric threshold. On entering the fuel 

controlled regime the energy released by the fire rapidly decreases (since it now
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Figure 4.22. Transient temperature time histories for the Takeda combustion 
efficiency model, (a) No fuel consumption; (b) with fuel consumption. Note 
the secondary peak in the fuel consumption curve just prior to burnout, 
produced by increased combustion efficiency.
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Figure 4.23. Temperature as a function of fuel mass fraction, u. As fuel 
burnout occurs, ii is reduced, resulting in an increase in the temperature of 
the ventilation controlled fire, peaking at the stoichiometric point, followed 
by an extinction jump.
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depends on the amount of fuel mass flow rate) resulting in an extinction jump and 

burnout of the fire.

The bifurcation diagram shown in figure 4.23, treating fuel mass as a parameter, and 

tracing the corresponding (steady state) temperature dependence, x, appears to support 

this interpretation, with a peak occurring in temperature response on the upper 

ventilation controlled solution branch, at the stoichiometric threshold where the upper 

solution becomes invalid.
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5. Predicting flashover

As discussed in chapter 2 the occurrence of the flashover in a compartment represents 

an important transition in the nature of the fire to a significantly higher level of threat. 

Obviously for fire safety engineering purposes it is highly desirable, if  not essential, to 

be able to predict under what conditions flashover in a compartment will occur and so 

estimate the likelihood of flashover. Two methods for achieving this will now be 

examined.

5.1 The method of McCaffrey e t  a l ,

McCaffrey, Quintiere and Harkleroad [McCaffrey et al. 1981] developed a method for 

predicting the minimum rate of heat release necessary for flashover, based upon energy 

conservation and experimental temperature correlations.

Analysis of a simple energy balance for a compartment suggests that the temperature 

change of the (well stirred) hot gas layer may be expressed as a function of two non- 

dimensional parameters

AT = /
’  g'̂ ĉp.AX"

(5.1)

McCaffrey et al. assumed a power-law representation of this function of the form

A T  = (5-2)

where Xj and X, are the two dimensionless parameters. They then proceeded to 

determine the coefficient C and the exponents n and m by correlating this relationship 

with experimental data from over one hundred fires to obtain

A T  = 480X,“ A^-''’ (5.3)

Note that in this relation energy units in this equation are expressed in kW rather than 

W. Rearrangement of this equation then provides a method for estimating the minimum
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heat release rate required to achieve flashover, Qpo (kW):

Qfo =
A T
480

1  1/2
3

1/2 M /2 ( 5 * ^ )

where a criterion for the minimum temperature required to produce flashover, say 

500*C, is set to give AT. The effect of changing the thermal lining material (and hence 

the value of AJ for a full scale compartment of dimensions 3 m  x 3 m  x  2.4 m on Qpo 

(plotted as a function of the ventilation parameter) is shown in figure 5.1. Evidently, 

for strongly insulating materials, such as fibre-board the heat release rate required to 

achieve flashover is highly reduced.

Limitations of the method are that its application to the assessment of the flashover 

potential of ‘real’ compartments requires information on the rates of heat release of the 

fuel sources both separately and in combination, that the correlation is based on data 

from a limited number of experiments (for example the fuel source in most of the test 

fires was sited near the centre of the room) and that it is not applicable to elongated 

enclosures or other configurations where the well stirred layer assumption is likely to 

break down.

5.1.1 Example calculation

Estimate the energy release rate required for flashover of a compartment with a floor 

area 3 X 3 m in floor area and 2.4 m high, with a door opening 1.8 m high and 0.6 

m wide and wall lining material of 0.016 m thick (Ô) gypsum plaster, having a thermal 

conductivity, k^ =  0.48 W/m/K [Walton & Thomas 1988]. Assuming AT  =  500*C as 

a condition for flashover and the relevant data (c =  1000 J/kg/K, 7],=295 K, p^=1.18 

kg/m^, ^ = 9 .8  m/s^ equation (5.4) reduces to

Ôpo = (5.5)

where

A, =  k jô  =  0.48/0.016 =  30 W/mVK

=  2 X (3 X 3) +  4 X (3 X 2.4) =  46.8 m^

— 1.08 m  ̂ , =  1.8 m
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Figure 5.1. Rate of heat release necessary for flashover according to the McCaffrey 
method, in a compartment 4 m by 6 m by 2.4 m high, as a function of Ay Hy^^  ̂for 
different boundary materials.
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Substituting these values in equation (5.5) produces an estimate of the critical energy 

release rate Qpo =  870 kW.

5.2 Theoretically based flashover index

We now introduce an index of flashover potential based upon the theoretical analysis 

o f section 4.1. The results of this analysis showed that flashover can be classified into 

two types; direct flashover where the compartment temperature reaches the flashover 

threshold directly and jump flashover where the presence of the lower fold point results 

in a jump to the flashover threshold. As the basis of the flashover index we select the 

value of non-dimensional area parameter a, at which flashover occurs, denoted û,- (i.e. 

the value of a corresponding to either the intersection point with flashover threshold Xf 

or the fold point P,.) Thus the smaller the value of at which flashover occurs on the 

(x, a) bifurcation diagram, the easier flashover is to achieve. The flashover index F; is 

then defined as the percentage of compartment floor area that the fire must cover in 

order to achieve flashover providing a simple indicative measure of flashover potential 

(the lower the index value the greater the potential for flashover). Note that the possible 

inhibitory effects of ventilation limiting, at low ventilation levels, are ignored for this 

simplified method.

We classify the prevailing flashover type at a particular set of parameter values using

X.  = x ^  i f  x ^ < X j  : Jump flashover ^
X.  = X j  i f  x ^ >  X j  : Direct flashover

Once the flashover type and the relevant x, is identified the value of â  can be obtained 

with

(5.7,
7 + bxF

from which the flashover index is then calculated by
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F  =a(%.) X 100 (5.8)

As a means of comparison with the McCaffrey method a value for the minimum rate 

of heat release necessary for flashover can be calculated using either

Qfi(free) = (5.9)

which is the equivalent free burning component with the radiation feedback contribution 

separated out (i.e. what size of free burning fire when placed in a compartment will be 

just sufficient to trigger flashover?) or the total energy release rate (including the 

influence of radiation feedback):

In order for Fj to be calculated values for the non-dimensional parameters 7 , 6 , and 

Xf must be obtained as well as for the radiation feedback exponent p. Although the 

limiting value p = 4  was selected for the qualitative analysis performed in Chapter 4, for 

the more quantitative comparisons attempted here p  =  3.5 is more representative of the 

values in the temperature range found in typical compartment fires. Note that the 

radiation feedback enhancement, E  given by Qn/QFi(free) =  14- &C/ / 7  =  p /(p -l) so 

that with p = 3 .5 , E = 1 .4 . To generate a value for the mass air flow rate parameter, the 

Kawagoe expression for fully developed fires (M^ =  0.5 equation (2.23)) is

adopted. Where otherwise unknown, emissivities and configuration factors are set equal 

to unity as a conservative estimate.

5.2.1 Example calculation

For the same compartment as used in example 5.1.1 estimate the critical temperature 

and fuel area necessary for flashover for the three fuel types given in table 5.1. Hence 

calculate the corresponding flashover index values and critical heat release rates.

The results of the calculations are listed in table 5.2. In all three cases the critical 

temperature values are less than the flashover threshold (set at 500 *C or 773K) and 

hence the predicted flashover transitions are of the jump variety. However, while the
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Material Polymethylmethacrylate Polyethylene Wood

M 'f^  (g/s/m^) 24 14 13

(J/kg) 24.9 X 10* 43.3 X 10* 16.4 X 10*

Hv.p (J/kg) 1.62 X 10* 2.32 X 10* 1.82 X 10*

Table 5.1. Ideal free burning rate, heat of combustion and heat o f vaporization data for 
PMMA, Polyethylene and wood fuels

Material Polymethylmethacrylate Polyethylene Wood

b 8.61 X 10* 55.07 X 10* 1.44 X 10*

7 0.154 0.090 0.083

rria 0.516 0.516 0.516

0.0192 0 .0110 0.0291

0.0175 0.0088 0.0245

0.123 0.107 0.319

732 678 697

Afc (m^) 1.11 0.96 2.87

QnCfree) (kW) 664 583 611

QpiCkW) 929 816 856

Fi (%) 12.3 10.7 31.9

Table 5.2. Results of flashover index calculation for the three fuel sources listed in 
table 5.1.
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critical heat release rates, Qpi calculated for all three fuels are reasonably close to the 

870 kW value estimated by the McCaffrey method in section 5.1.1, there is a large 

variance between the critical area and Fj values predicted for the synthetic polymers and 

wood. Thus as a consequence of their higher combustion efficiencies and responsiveness 

to thermal feedback, the predicted flashover index values for Polyethylene and 

Polymethylmethacrylate are 10.7% and 12.3% respectively, in comparison to 31.9% 

for wood, indicating that flashover of the compartment would be achieved at much 

smaller fire areas for the thermoplastic fuels (i.e. they have a higher flashover 

potential).

5.3 Discussion

The chief advantage of the flashover index method over the McCaffrey method is that 

it can indicate the influence of different fuel sources on the potential for flashover (at 

the expense of greater data input requirement and complexity of calculation) taking into 

account the contribution of radiation feedback from the compartment enhancing the heat 

release rate of the fire and promoting flashover due to thermal instability. In addition 

it provides a more convenient (scaled) measure for assessment purposes and comparison 

with the experimental results (i.e. the minimum area fraction, expressed as a 

percentage, at which flashover occurs) while the parameter set calculated provides some 

guidance to the type of response to be expected via the corresponding location on the 

parameter map. However, it also shares many o f the same limitations and lacks the 

"generated by a best fit with over one hundred experimental data sets" credentials of 

the McCaffrey method.

Finally it should be remarked that both the methods described here represent simplified 

benchmark tests for gauging the likelihood of flashover, providing initial estimates 

which can refined by way of the more comprehensive analysis made possible by the use 

of the computer simulation models discussed in Chapter 2.
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6. Experimental and theoretical comparisons

We now seek to make a comparison of the behaviour predicted by the theoretical model 

introduced in section 2.4.4 with experimental fire growth data. The data for 

polyethylene fuel (PE) was obtained for scale model compartment fire experiments 

conducted on a 0.4 m box located at the Fire Safety Unit, Edinburgh University 

[Holbom et al. 1993]. Comparisons are also made with data for another thermoplastic 

fuel; polymethylmethacrylate or PMMA (more commonly known as perspex) obtained 

from scale model experimental work described in Quintiere et al. [1979]. Finally the 

predictions of the flashover index, introduced in chapter 5 are compared with the 

critical fuel tray area’s found experimentally. Note that with the experimental data it 

is more convenient to compare the fuel mass loss rate than compartment temperature 

since it is easier to derive an average measurement of this quantity experimentally.

6.1 Scale model experiments and results

6.1.1 Experimental arrangement

The model compartment was that used by Abdul-Rahim and Drysdale [1985] (figures

6.1 and 6.2). It was constructed of an angleiron frame with five sides infilled with 15 

mm thick Supalux panels, and lined on the inside with 25 mm thick Kaoboard, giving 

an internal dimension of 0.4 m cube. The open face of the box formed a vertical 

opening which could be reduced in width by inserting two Kaoboard panels to give a 

central, floor-to-ceiling slit of the required width (50 mm, 100 mm or 150 mm). A 

thermocouple (Chromel/Alumel) was located 10 mm below the centre of the ceiling of 

the compartment to allow the temperature of the upper layer to be monitored. 

Polyethylene pellets (BP Chemicals) were burned in square trays constructed of 

Kaoboard and lined with aluminium foil. The trays were placed centrally on a platform 

attached to a load cell located below the compartment, as indicated in figures 6.1 and 

6.2(a). The output of the load cell was calibrated using standards weights and was 

displayed on a multichannel chart recorder, along with the thermocouple signal. Tray
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Ventilation opening

Scale compartment

Fuel tray

Load cell

Figure 6.1. Scale compartment used in the experiments
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Figure 6.2(a). The 0.4 m scale compartment used in the fire growth 
experiments. The aluminium foil lined trays were placed on the central 
platform.

Figure 6.2(b). The vertical slit was formed by inserting two Kao board 
panels.
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sizes in the range 80 mm x 80 mm to 185 mm x 185 mm were used: the quantity of 

polyethylene pellets was chosen to ensure that each fire burned for long enough to 

establish if flashover would be attained. Ignition was achieved by using a quantity of 

methanol (50 - 80 ml, depending on the tray size) as an accelerant. A series of tray 

fires was carried out for each of three slit widths to allow the minimum fire size 

necessary to achieve flashover to be deduced. The fires were allowed to run their 

course and their behaviour noted: the onset of flashover was clearly distinguished by 

vigorous external flaming. The maximum rate of burning was calculated from the 

output of the load cell.

6.1.2 Experimental results

The results are summarised in Table 6.1. Figure 6.3 shows upper layer temperatures 

and fuel mass loss rates as a function of time for two. extreme situations, viz. 75 mm 

square and 185 mm square trays in the compartment with an opening slit 100 mm wide. 

Corresponding photograph sequences, illustrating the fire development, are shown in 

figure 6.4(a-d), for the 75 mm side tray, and figure 6.5(a-h), for the 185 mm side tray. 

Both cases display an initial rise in temperature and fuel mass loss rate due to the rapid 

burning of the methanol, but once this has been consumed both the temperature and the 

fuel mass loss rate fall to lower levels. In the case of the 75 mm square tray (figure 

6.2(a)), the fire bums at a relatively low, steady rate for approximately 3000s (50 min) 

with the temperature and fuel mass profiles rising only slowly. This behaviour is 

reflected in figure 6.4(a-d), with no visible external flaming throughout the duration of 

the test. In contrast, the 185mm square tray results (figure 6.3(b)) are far more 

dramatic. After the initial burning of the accelerant the fire displays a gradual growth 

until around 800 s (about 13 minutes) when a large and rapid jump in both temperature 

and fuel mass loss rate occurs. This behaviour is also reflected in the photograph 

sequence shown in figure 6.5. As the fire grows, the amount of smoke exiting through 

the upper portion of the vent increases (figure 6.5(a-c)), until flashover occurs and the 

first fingers of flame extend from the vent (figure 6.5(d)). Violent external fiaming then 

ensues (figure 6.5(e) and 6.5(f))- This high temperature and fuel mass flow rate peak
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Vent width (cm) Tray area (cm^ Maximum fuel mass loss rate 
(g/s)

Flashover?

5 8 x 8 0.059 No

5 9 x 9 0.077 No

5 9 x 9 0.088 No

5 9 x 9 0.394 Yes

5 10 X 10 0.793 Yes

10 7.5 X 7.5 0.036 No

10 10 X 10 0.086 No

10 11 X 11 0.114 No

10 11 X 11 0.180 No

10 11.5 X 11.5 0.263 Yes

10 11.5 X 11.5 0.646 Yes

10 18.5 X 18.5 2.22 Yes

150 9 x 9 0.092 No

150 10 X 10 0.117 No

150 11 X 11 0.111 No

150 11 X 11 0.161 No

150 12 X 12 0.207 No

150 12 X 12 0.213 No

150 12 X 12 1.194 Yes

150 13 X 13 0.214 No

150 13 X 13 1.984 Yes

150 15 X 15 2.205 Yes

Table 6.1. Steady state results from scale compartment fire experiments.
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Figure 6.3. Upper layer temperature and fuel mass loss rate time histories for scale compartment with: (a) 75 mm by 75 mm 
size fuel tray (low intensity burning); (b) 185 mm by 185 mm size fuel tray (flashover / high intensity burning / extinction).



is sustained for only a short period of time (figure 6.3(b)), after which an equally 

dramatic fall (extinction) occurs as a result of fuel supply exhaustion (figures 6.5(g) and 

6.5(h)). Thus the fire is completely burned out after a duration of about 900 seconds 

(15 minutes). It is interesting to note that although the larger tray contained a 

significantly greater quantity of fuel than the smaller one, the supply is exhausted much 

more rapidly. The maximum burning rates corresponded to 65 g/m^s and 6.4 g/m^s 

respectively, the difference being due to the high levels o f radiant heat developed inside 

the compartment during the build-up to and the period following flashover. The sharp 

flashover-extinction peak appears qualitatively similar in form to that predicted by the 

radiation feedback model in section 4.1.4. The presence of a secondary peak in the 

flashover case (figure 6.3(b)) just before extinction is also qualitatively similar to the 

peak produced for transient simulations of the Takeda combustion efficiency model 

examined in section 4.3.3.
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Figure 6.4. Fire growth sequence for the (small) 75 mm square fuel tray. 
The fire burns at a relatively low level for the duration of the test, without 
external flaming; (a) After 5 minutes.

Figure 6.4(b). After 20 minutes.
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Figure 6.4(c). After 33 minutes.

/  '^SMM

Figure 6.4(d). After 50 minutes.
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Figure 6.5. Fire growth sequence for the (large) 185 mm square fuel tray; 
(a) After 10 minutes: steady fire growth.

Figure 6.5(b). After 12 minutes: smoke begins to exit through the vent.
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Figure 6.5(c). After 13 minutes: the smoke thickens.

Figure 6.5(d). After 13 V4 minutes: the first fingers of flame extend from 
the vent, indicating flashover.
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Figure 6.5(e). After 13Y2 minutes: intense flames quickly extend from the 
vent.

#1

Figure 6.5(f). After 14 minutes: vigorous external flaming.
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Figure 6.5(g). After MV2  minutes: external flames rapidly dissapear as 
the fuel supply is exhausted and extinction occurs.

Figure 6.5(h). After 15 minutes: the fire is completely burned out.
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6.2 Experimental and theoretical comparisons for Polyethylene fuel.

6.2.1 Mass flow rate vs fuel tray area

In order to obtain predictions from the theoretical model, appropriate parameter values 

were selected to match the experimental configuration and are listed in table 6 .2 .

Figure 6 .6 (a-c) shows the theoretically predicted fuel mass flow rates vs. fuel tray area 

bifurcation diagrams (obtained by applying the numerical path following techniques 

described in chapter 3) together with the corresponding experimental data for three 

different ventilation widths. As the ventilation is increased the theoretical response is 

transformed from a monotonie solution (with just a fuel/vent transition point) into an 

‘S’ type form with a lower fuel controlled branch and an upper ventilation controlled 

branch separated by an unstable middle branch, exhibiting a lower fold point and 

corresponding flashover criticality.

The comparison at the smallest ventilation width (5 cm) show in Figure 6 .6 (a) is rather 

poor, under-predicting the level of response (monotonie as opposed to the possible ‘S’ 

form implicit in the data) and not indicating the occurrence of flashover at a critical tray 

area o f about 80 cm^. However the comparison between theoretical path and 

experimental data at the two larger ventilation widths (10 cm and 15 cm) is much more 

favourable with a clustering of experimental data points lying reasonably close to both 

the lower and upper theoretical branches, appearing to support the predicted ‘S’ shaped 

nonlinear response and hysteretic nature of the system. The correspondence of the 

predicted lower fold points with the region of experimentally critical fuel tray areas and 

disappearance of low fuel mass loss rate responses (i.e. fuel tray areas which do not 

result in flashover) appears also to be reasonably good.

6.2.2 Fuel tray area vs ventilation width

As discussed in chapter 3, path following techniques allow the position o f a bifurcation
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Parameter Description Comments

H „  =  =  Wg =  0.4 m Length width and height o f  the 
cubical scale compartment

Com partm ent dimensions

C, =  1003.2 J/kg K Specific heat at constant pressure o f 
air.

Specific heat o f hot gas assumed 
equal to that o f  ambient air

=  11.0 (g/s/m ^ Free burning mass loss rate per unit 
area

Etimated from data

=  2.32 10* J/kg Heat o f  vaporization For Polyethylene fuel

=  4.3 1 0 'J/kg Heat o f combustion For Polyethylene fuel

A, =  4 W /m '/K Wall heat transfer coefficient Calculated for lining material

r ,  =  293 K Ambient room temperature Typical room  temperature

«V =  H g Height o f vent Equal to height o f  compartment

W, =  (0.05 m, 0.15 ml Width o f  vent Variable param eter

U, =  0.9 Heat loss param eter Heat loss through walls: estimate

h, =  20 W /m '/K Convective heat transfer coefficient Estimate

f =  0.4 Emissivity o f hot gas Estimate

X =  0.8 Combustion efficiency Estimate

r =  14.71 Stoichiometric ratio Calculated for polyethylene 
combustion

Table 6.2. List of parameter values used in model simulations for polyethylene fuel.
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Figure 6 .6 . Theoretical simulation (line) and experimental (solid dots) 
comparison, showing the effect of varying tray area on fuel mass loss rate for 
polyethylene fuel, at three ventilation widths: (a) 5 cm; (b) 10 cm; (c) 15cm.
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point to be traced out as an additional parameter is varied. The resulting bifurcation 

lines can then be projected onto the parameter plane. Figure 6.7 shows the theoretically 

predicted lower fold bifurcation line and fuel/ventilation controlled transition line 

(broken) as a function of the fuel tray area and ventilation width parameters, together 

with the corresponding experimental critical points representing the minimum fuel tray 

area at which flashover occurs. The combination of the bifurcation and fuel/vent 

transition lines gives rise to a cusp. The cusp point where the two bifurcation lines meet 

(which corresponds to the H 12 transition hysteresis singularity) is located at a 

ventilation width o f about 8 cm. Inside the cusp (region (iii)) three solutions co-exist 

(lower fuel controlled, upper ventilation controlled and unstable between the two) while 

outside only one solution is present; fuel controlled in region (i) and ventilation 

controlled in region (ii). At low ventilation levels (width less than 8 cm), increasing fuel 

tray area from region (i) to (ii) results in a fiiel to vent controlled transition. At higher 

ventilation levels (width greater than 8 cm) increasing fuel tray area from region (i) 

through region (iii) into region (ii) results in a flashover transition. The experimental 

points lie reasonably close to the multiplicity region (iii), although in all three cases the 

critical tray area found experimentally, is smaller than that predicted theoretically.
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Figure 6.7. The lower fold line (solid) and fuel/ventilation controlled 
transition line (broken), as a function of fuel tray area and ventilation width 
parameters for polyethylene fuel. Marked regions denote: (i) fuel controlled; 
(ii) ventilation controlled; (iii) three co-existing solutions. Also shown are 
the minimum fuel tray areas required for flashover found experimentally 
(solid dots).
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6.3 Experimental and theoretical comparisons for PMMA fuel

In Quintiere et al. [1979] the authors list experimental results for a scale compartment 

dimensions; floor 0.56 m x  0.3 m, height 0.3 m, with a ventilation opening 0.225 m 

high, burning square slabs of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) fuel. A series of 

experiments similar in nature to those described for polyethylene in section 6.1 were 

conducted for varying fuel area sample sizes (0.0025 to 0.0225 m^ and ventilation 

widths in the range 0.015 m to 0.285 m, recording (amongst other things) the peak fuel 

mass loss rate.

We now make a comparison of the theoretically predicted mass fuel flow rate vs fuel 

area bifurcation diagrams with the experimental data. In addition the Quintiere 

experiments also provide sufficient data to allow a comparison with the predicted mass 

fuel flow rate vs ventilation width bifurcation diagrams. As with the polyethylene 

experiments, parameter input required for the theoretical model were selected to reflect 

those found in the experiments and are listed in table 6.3.

6.3.1 Mass flow ra te  vs fuel area

Figure 6 .8(a-f) shows both the theoretically predicted fuel mass flow rates vs fuel tray 

area bifurcation diagrams and the corresponding experimental data for six different 

ventilation widths. Once again, as the ventilation width is increased, the theoretical 

model predicts the transition from monotonie (increasing almost linearly with fuel area) 

to hysteretic ‘S’ form behaviour. This general trend appears to be confirmed by the 

experimental results, particularly for the four smallest ventilation widths (Figure 6 .8(a- 

d)) with reasonably close correlations o f the experimental data around both the 

ventilation and fuel controlled branches. However there does appear to be some 

overprediction of ventilation control levels for the two largest ventilation widths figure 

6 .8(e-f). The experimental data also seems to confirm the transition to higher levels of 

fuel mass loss rates past a critical fuel area, at higher ventilation levels with this critical 

region appearing to correlate well with the general positioning of the fold bifurcation
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Parameter Description Comments

=  0.30 m 
Lg =  0.56 m 
Wg =  0 .30 m

Length width and height o f  the 
scale compartment

Com partm ent dimensions

C, =  1003.2 J/kg K Specific heat at constant pressure o f 
air.

Specific heat o f  hot gas assumed 
equal to that o f  ambient air

=  13.0 (g /s/m ^ Free burning mass loss rate per unit 
area

Etimated from data

/ / ^  =  1.5 KT J/kg Heat o f vaporization For PMMA fuel

=  24.9 10’ J/kg Heat o f combustion For PMMA fuel

A, =  5 W/m=/K Wall heat transfer coefficient Calculated for lining material

7, =  300 K Ambient room temperature Typical room temperature

=  0.225 Height o f vent Equal to height o f  compartment

W. =  [0.015 m, 0.285 m) Width o f vent Variable parameter

=  0.9 Heat loss parameter Heat loss through walls: estimate

h, =  20 W /nr/K Convective heat transfer coefficient Estimate

f =  0.4 Emissivity o f hot gas Estimate

X =  0.8 Combustion efficiency Estimate

r  =  8.27 Stoichiometric ratio Calculated for PMMA combustion

Table 6.3. List of parameter values used in model simulations for PMMA fuel.
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point exhibited by the fuel controlled branch.

Overall the match between theoretical predictions and experimental data appears to be 

both qualitatively and in some cases quantitatively good.

6.3.2 Mass flow rate vs ventilation width

Figure 6.9(a-e) shows comparisons between theoretical mass flow rate vs ventilation 

width bifurcation diagrams and the corresponding experimental data for five different 

fuel areas. As would be expected from the analysis of chapter 4, the theoretical model 

predicts that increasing fuel area results in an almost constant fuel mass loss rate (at 

small fuel areas) being transformed into a characteristic ‘breaking wave’ form, 

displaying hysteresis and jumps in mass loss rate at critical ventilation values, with the 

largest responses exhibited at moderate ventilation levels. Increasing ventilation from 

very low levels leads to a sharp rise in fuel mass loss rate until reaching a critical 

maximum (at the ‘crest of the wave’) where a jump down to low fuel mass loss rates 

(to essentially free burning levels) then occurs. The experimental data is in partial 

agreement with theoretical model, qualitatively reflecting a peak in response at 

moderate slit widths and quantitatively correlating with the predicted behaviour at 

smaller fuel areas. However the theoretical model appears to over-predict the magnitude 

of the response exhibited at larger fuel areas, suggesting that combustion efficiency may 

be reduced as fuel area is increased (see section 2.4.3).

6.3.3 Fuel area vs ventilation width

Figure 6.10 shows the theoretical fuel controlled bifurcation line and the fuel to 

ventilation control transition line (broken) as a function of fuel tray area and ventilation 

width, together with the corresponding critical points indicating the smallest fuel area 

resulting in flashover experimentally (for a given vent width). The form of the diagram 

is qualitatively identical to the one produced for polyethylene exhibiting a cusp which 

divides the parameter space into three different regions. There also appears to be a
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reasonably good correlation between the critical flashover points found experimentally 

and the position of the fold bifurcation line, and the multiplicity region (iii).
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6.4 Flashover index predictions

We now proceed to compare the flashover index and corresponding values Qpi predicted 

along with the predictions of the McCaffrey method, with data obtained from the scale 

experiments. The experimental data used is that of the minimum fuel tray area (as a 

fraction of the compartment floor area), required for flashover at a given ventilation 

width. Values for the parameters 7  and b have been calculated by using the 

appropriate physical parameter values listed in tables 6.2 and 6.3, together with the 

non-dimensional parameter definitions given in section 2. A flashover criterion of the 

hot gas layer reaching 500‘C was used to supply the flashover threshold, Xf.

The details of the comparison for Polyethylene and PMMA are given in tables 6.4 and 

6.5. The theoretical predictions of the flashover index appear to compare reasonably 

favourably with their experimental counterparts for both data sets producing F, values 

slightly lower than those found experimentally. We observe that for both fuel types, a 

tray area of less than 10% of the total compartment fuel area is sufficient to trigger 

flashover in the scale compartments. The heat release rates predicted by McCaffrey and 

flashover index method also correlate reasonably well.
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Vent width (m) 0.05 0.1 0.15

b 4.14 X 10^ 4.14 X 10^ 4.14 X 10^

7 0.55 0.55 0.55

1.98 3.97 5.95

0.011 0.011 0.011

0.008 0.008 0.008

a, 0.032 0.054 0.075

r ,(K ) 651 651 651

Afi (cm^) 52 86 120

Q n  (kW) 3.4 5.7 8 .0

QsicCaf (kW) 3.9 5.5 6.7

F ;(% ) 3.2 5.4 7.5

Experimental Fj (%) 5.1 8.3 9.0

s

Table 6.4. Comparison o f flashover predictions with experimental results for polyethylene fuel. The experimental flashover index is 
taken as the minimum area, at a given ventilation width, which triggers flashover. Also listed are the corresponding critical energy 
release rates predicted by the flashover index method (QpD and the McCaffrey method {QmcCü) -



Vent width (m) 0.015 0.030 0.077 0.115 0.185 0.285

b 7.1 X 10^ 7.1 X 10^ 7.1 X 10̂ 7.1 X 10^ 7.1 X 10^ 7.1 X 10^

7 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64

0.235 0.470 1.205 1.80 2.90 4.46

0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019 0.019

0.014 0.014 0.014 0.014 0.014 0.014

0 .020 0.024 0.036 0.045 0.063 0.088

7 ,(K ) 658 658 658 658 658 658

Aji (cm^) 33 40 60 76 105 148

Q fi (kW) 1.5 1.8 2.7 3.4 4.8 6.7

Q stcCaf (kW) 1.4 2 .0 3.2 4.0 5.0 6 .2

Fi (%) 2 .0 2.4 3.6 4.5 6.3 8 .8

Experimental F; (%) 6 .0 6 .0 6 .0 6 .0 9.3 9.3

Os

Table 6.5. Comparison of flashover predictions with experimental results for PMMA fuel. The experimental flashover index is again 
taken as the minimum area, at a given ventilation width, which triggers flashover. Also listed are the corresponding critical energy 
release rates predicted by the flashover index method (Qp,) and the McCaffrey method (Qmccô ’



7. Conclusions

The development of a fire within a compartment represents an event o f both theoretical 

and practical interest, displaying a variety o f nonlinear behaviour. Of particular 

importance is the flashover transition, whereby a small fire undergoes a rapid 

intensification to engulf the whole compartment in flames.

In an effort to understand and predict such phenomena, mathematical models of 

compartment fire growth have been constructed. As with models of any physical system 

they contain a number of control parameters, which combine to determine the form of 

behaviour exhibited by the model. In this thesis we have sought to map out and explore 

the influence of the controlling parameters on the qualitative nonlinear behaviour of 

three different simplified compartment fire models by applying some o f the techniques 

of nonlinear dynamics. By doing so, we have obtained an overall picture of the types 

of behaviour to be expected, and an idea of what the result o f varying a given 

parameter on the development of a compartment fire will be.

Chapter 2 surveyed basic fire dynamics and combustion phenomena before examining 

elements of compartment fire modelling. Attention was focused on the flashover 

transition, one mechanism for which was associated with the criticality occurring at a 

fold bifurcation point. Two key nonlinear features of compartment fire models were 

identified as the fuel to ventilation control transition and radiation feedback from hot 

gasses and compartment surfaces to the fire.

In chapter 3, bifurcation theory was introduced as the primary tool for exploring the 

behaviour exhibited by the theoretical compartment fire models. The variation in 

response of a nonlinear model, indicated by some representative quantity (e.g. 

temperature) as a particular (distinguished) parameter varies, can be traced out to 

produce a bifurcation diagram. The effect of the remaining (auxiliary) control 

parameters on the form of this bifurcation diagram can then be mapped out by locating 

the boundaries or varieties which separate the different qualitative type of bifurcation
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diagram, exhibited by the model (i.e the hysteresis and isola transcritical varieties 

described in section 3.2.1). Such varieties are defined in terms of singularities of the 

function(s) defining the model and its derivatives.

In section 3.2.2 we have shown that these definitions can be extended to include the 

transition points between two different functions, which are valid in different regimes, 

to obtain the analogous transition hysteresis and transition isola/transcritical varieties. 

Such definitions can be applied to the fuel to ventilation control transition exhibited by 

compartment fire models. Path following techniques were also presented as a numerical 

means of obtaining bifurcation diagrams. When used in conjunction with the Jepson and 

Spence approach (suitably modified to allow for the application to two functions and the 

possibility o f transition points) to climb the hierarchy of singular points, these path 

following techniques can be employed to locate varieties numerically.

In chapter 4 we applied the methods of chapter 3, to construct parameter maps and 

classify the possible bifurcation diagram types for three different simplified 

compartment fire models. In the first o f these, the simplified radiation feedback model, 

three basic parameters controlling, fuel area, ventilation and radiation feedback were 

considered. Treating the fuel area parameter as distinguished produced a transition 

hysteresis variety which divided the feedback/ventilation parameter space into two 

qualitative types of bifurcation diagram. The first o f these, located at low feedback and 

ventilation levels displayed a monotonie response, with just a fuel to ventilation control 

transition. The second type found at higher ventilation and feedback levels displayed 

a characteristic ‘S’ type response exhibiting flashover at a lower fold bifurcation point. 

Analytical expressions for the fold bifurcation point (on the fuel controlled branch) 

demonstrated the effect of the auxiliary parameters on both the critical area and 

temperature required to trigger flashover.

Treating the ventilation parameter as distinguished produced both transition hysteresis 

and isola/transcritical varieties. It was shown that for higher ventilation and feedback 

parameter values, the bifurcation diagrams exhibited a characteristic ‘breaking wave’
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form behaviour, with the peak response located at moderate ventilation levels between 

the extremes of very high and very low ventilation. The effect of physical boundaries 

on the bifurcation diagram, produced by the maximum compartment floor area and 

introduction o f a critical temperature flashover threshold (as an additional criteria for 

flashover), were also examined. Two flashover types were identified and located: (a) 

direct flashover where the fuel controlled solution branch crosses the critical 

temperature threshold directly, and (b) jump flashover where the fuel controlled solution 

branch exhibits a fold bifurcation.

It was also shown that the transient behaviour produced by considering flame spread 

over a fuel, confirmed the qualitative predictions of the steady state analysis. In addition 

the introduction of fuel consumption produced a sharp temperature peak on the 

occurrence of flashover.

For the Thomas vitiation model we examined the influence on compartment fire 

behaviour of a vitiated compartment atmosphere. With ventilation parameter 

distinguished and fuel area and radiation feedback parameter auxiliary, analytical 

solutions for the bifurcation varieties (isola/transcritical, transition hysteresis and 

isola/transcritical) were derived. Construction of the parameter map and classification 

of behaviour types, indicated that vitiation introduced a new bifurcation diagram 

exhibiting back-to-back folds in a ‘mushroom’ form. This form implied the possibility 

of two types o f criticality being exhibited; firstly a jump at a fold bifurcation as 

ventilation was reduced, as for breaking wave form and an additional fold bifurcation 

leading to a jump as ventilation was increased. This new type of criticality was 

identified with the backdraft phenomenon, where a sudden in-rush o f oxygen, due to 

a window or door being opened, triggers a rapid intensification of the compartment fire.

For the Takeda model we examined the influence of combustion efficiency as a function 

of the characteristic residence and mixing times of the gases in the compartment. 

Varieties dividing both the feedback/ventilation and feedback/fuel area parameter planes 

were obtained, via numerical path following, using the Jepson and Spence approach of
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locating hierarchical singularities. Classification of the bifurcation diagram types 

revealed the possibility of upper fuel controlled solution branches and restriction of 

hysteresis to moderate ventilation levels and fuel areas, due to reduced combustion 

efficiency.

In section 4.2.3 it was shown that incorporating the effect of fuel consumption into the 

Takeda model resulted in a sharp secondary temperature peak just prior to complete fuel 

exhaustion, followed by abrupt extinction jump. This feature was explained by a rise 

in combustion efficiency, in the ventilation controlled regime, due to an increase in 

residence time of the gases in the compartment produced as a result of the fuel mass 

loss rate being reduced by fuel consumption.

Based upon the analysis of the simplified radiation feedback model and the concept o f 

the minimum fuel area necessary to trigger flashover, in chapter 5 a flashover index 

was derived, to be used as a means to evaluate the flashover potential of a given 

compartment. The predictions of flashover for an example compartment were shown 

to be comparable with that of the existing method, whilst providing more information 

on the influence of different fuel types, and the influence of radiation feedback, at the 

expense of requiring a larger amount of input data and greater complexity of 

calculation.

Finally, in chapter 6 , a comparison of experimental data obtained for two thermoplastic 

fuels was made with both the qualitative and quantitative predictions of an extended 

version of the simplified radiation feedback model. The experimental data and 

observations (illustrated by the graphic photograph sequences) confirmed the critical 

nature of flashover and correlated well with the predicted theoretical nonlinear 

behaviour, such as lower fuel controlled and upper ventilation controlled solution 

branches, ‘S ’ type responses, flashover criticalities for varying fuel areas and ‘breaking 

wave’ responses for varying ventilation. The transient features we observed in chapter 

4 (i.e primary and secondary temperature peaks with flashover and extinction jumps) 

were also reflected in the experimental time histories.
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The present analysis has been mainly restricted to exploring the quasi-steady state and 

multiplicity behaviour of some simplified compartment fire models, with only a brief 

examination of transient behaviour. Future research directions could include the 

extension o f the analysis to provide a more comprehensive examinination of dynamic 

phenomena and transient responses, incorporating fuel consumption and flame spread 

behaviour. It should also be possible to examine the flashover phenomena in a spatial 

context considering the transition from localised to non-localised burning, and the 

ignition of the second and subsequent combustible items during the course of a 

compartment fire.
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List of symbols

Bracketed numbers refer to chapter/section location where a symbol is first used in a 

given context.

a Non-dimensional fiiel area [2.4.1]

Non-dimensionalised edge effect parameter [2.1.4]

Minimum fuel area fraction required to trigger flashover [5.2] 

Non-dlmensioualised maximum fuel area [2.1.4]

A Pre-exponential factor (s ') [2.1.3]

Compartment floor (or ceiling) area (m^) [2.4.1]

êdge Edge effect area (m^ [2.1.4]

Af Fuel surface or fire area (m^) [2.1.4]

Ap Initial fire area (m^) [2.3.3]

Ap Critical fire area (m^) [2.3.3]

A ^  Maximum fuel area (m^) [2.1.4]

Ap Area of plume (m^) [2.4.3]

A^ Surface area of compartment interior (m^ [2.4.1]

b Radiation feedback parameter [2.4.1]

c Concentration [2.1.3]

c Specific heat capacity (J/kg/K) [2.4.1]

Co Vent discharge coefficient [2.2.3]

Cp Specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg/K) [2.2.3]

C Coefficient [5.1]

D Non-dimensionalised discontinuity height [2.2.3]

Diffusion coefficient (mVs) [2.4.2]

D„F Jacobian of F w .r.t u [3.3]
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E  Energy of layer (J) [2.3.3]

E  Radiation feedback enhancement ratio [5.2]

E^ Activation energy (J/mol) [2.1.3]

f  Function [2.2.3, 3.2]

fi Function 1 [3.2.2]

fj Function 2 [3.2.2]

f i  Fuel controlled function 1 [4.1]

f 2  Ventilation controlled function 2 [4.1]

Stoichiometric line function [4.1]

Fj Flashover index [5.2]

F Vector function [3.1]

g Gravitational constant (m/s^) [2.2.3]

G Gain rate of energy of layer (W) [2.2.3]

h Convevtive heat transfer coefficient (W/mVK) [2.1.3]

he Convective gas heat transfer coefficient (W/mVK) [2.4.4]

hf Fuel heat transfer coefficient (W/mVK) [2.4.2]

hi Effective heat transfer coefficient (W/mVK) [2.4.1]

Height of ventilation opening (m) [2.2.3]

He Heat of combustion (J/kg) [2.3.3]

Heo„ü> Heat o f combustion (J/kg) [2.1.4]

Hji Height of compartment (m) [6.2]

Heat o f vaporisation (J/kg) [2.1.4]

/„ Total heat flux incident on the fire base (W/m^) [2.4.1]

k Thermal conductivity (W/mVK) [2.1.2]
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k  Non-dimensionalised bumout parameter [2.4.1]

kl Combustion efficiency coefficient [2.4.3]

^2 Plume coefficient [2.4.3]

k ' Rate constant (s ‘) [2.1.3]

k ’ Bum-out coefficient (kg *) [2.4.1]

k^ Thermal conductivity o f wall [5.1]

K  Effective emission coefficient (m *) [2.1.2]

/ Characteristic length (m) [2.1.2]

If Width o f rectangular fiiel sample (m) [2.4.1]

L Wall thickness (m) [2.1.2]

L Characteristic compartment length (m) [2.4.3]

L Loss rate of energy (W) [2.3.3]

Ln Length of compartment (m) [6.2]

m Concentration (kg/m^) [2.1.3]

Non-dimensional mass flow rate of air [2.4.1] 

nif Non-dimensional mass flow rate of fuel [2.4.1]

Mf Mass of fuel (kg) [2.4.1]

Mf Fuel mass loss rate (kg/s) [2.1.4]

Mg Air mass flow rate (kg/s) [2.1.4]

Mg Mass flow rate of gas out of the vent (kg/s) [2.1.4]

M"^„ Mass flow rate per unit area under free burning conditions (kg/s/m^ [2.4.1]

Characteristic mass (kg) [2.4.1]

M^ f̂ Reference mass flow rate (kg/s) [2.4.1]

N  Non-dimensionalised neutral plane height [2.2.3]

Nu Nusselt number [2.1.2]

p  Radiation feedback exponent [2.4.1]

Ap Change in pressure (Pa) [2.2.3]
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Pr Prandtl number [2.1.2]

q ” Heat flux per unit area (W/m^) [2.1.2]

q /  Heat flux incident on the fuel (W/m^) [2.1.4]

q /  Radiation feedback flux to fiiel (W/m^) [2.4.1]

qo" Free burning heat flux incident on the fiiel (W/m^) [2.3.3]

Qf Heat release rate of the fire (W) [2.1.4, 2.4.4]

Heat loss rate by ventilation (W) [2.4.4]

Heat loss rate by ventilation (W) [2.4.4]

Heat loss rate to the burning fuel (W) [2.4.4]

Qpq Minimum heat release rate required to achieve flashover as predicted by

McCaffrey method (W) [5.1]

Minimum heat release rate required to achieve flashover as predicted by 

flashover index method (W) [5.2]

Qpiifree) Minimum free burning heat release rate required to achieve flashover as 

predicted by flashover index method (W) [5.2]

r Stoichiometric ratio [2.3.3]

Turbulent eddy radius (m) [2.4.3]

R Ideal gas constant (J/K/mol) [2.1.3]

Re Reynolds number [2.1.2]

s Non-dimensional radiation parameter [2.4.4]

s Arclength [3.3]

t Time (s) [2.2.6]

Newtonian cooling time [2.4.1] 

tp Residence time of compartment gas (s) [2.4.3]

Characteristic mixing time of fuel and air (s) [2.4.3] 

tp Tangent predictor [3.3]

Characteristic flame spread time (s) [2.4.1]
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T Temperature (K) [2.1.2]

Critical temperature (K)

Temperature o f compartment gas (K) [2.4.4]

Temperature of compartment surfaces (K) [2.4.4]

AT Temperature difference (K) [2.1.2]

Tq Ambient temperature (K) [2.2.3]

7], Ambient temperature (K) [2.3.3]

Tf, Temperature of fire base (K) [2.3.3]

7}^ Reference temperaturew (K) [2.4.1]

u Gas velocity (m/s) [2.2.3]

u Non-dimensionalised mass fraction [2.4.1]

u Vector of variables and parameters [3.3]

Uc Wall temperature parameter [2.4.4]

Average gas velocity (m/s) [2.4.3]

Volume of compartment (m^) [2.4.1]

Vf Flame spread rate (m/s) [2.4.1]

%  Width of compartment (m) [6.2]

Width of ventilation opening (m) [2.2.3]

X  Distance (m) [2.1.2]

X  Non-dimensional temperature [2.4.1, 2.4.4]

X  State variable [3.2]

X  State vector [3.1]

X* Equilibrium point [3.1]

Xf Non-dimensional flashover temperature [4.1]

X, Minimum non-dimensionalised temperature required to trigger flashover [5.2]

x^ Non-dimensional compartment surface temperature [2.4.4]

Ax Length difference (m) [2.1.2]
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X  Dimensionless parameter [5.1]

y  Oxygen concentration fraction [2.4.2]

Concentration of oxygen in the compartment [2.4.2] 

âx/a Concentration of oxygen in ambient air [2.4.2]

Zj Discontinuity height (m) [2.2.3]

Neutral height (m) [2.2.3]

Zp Plume height (m) [2.2.3]

Greek symbols

a  Thermal diffusivity (mVs) [2.1.2]

a  Non-dimensional vitiation model parameter [2.4.2]

Of Auxiliary parameter [3.2]

a  Vector of auxiliary parameters [3.2]

«0 Plume flow coefficient [2.2.3, 2.4.3]

jS Non-dimensional vitiation model parameter [2.4.2]

7  Free bum parameter [2.4.1]

Ô Boundary layer thickness (m) [2.4.2]

6 Wall thickness (m) [5.1]

e Emissivity [2.1.2]

7) Non-dimensional energy amplification parameter [2.4.4]

K Coefficient [2.3.3]

K Non-dimensional combustion efficiency parameter [2.4.3]

X Fraction of heat energy lost by radiation [2.2.3]

X Non-dimensional floor area parameter [2.4.4]

X Distinguished parameter [3.2]

V Flame spread parameter [2.4.1]

^ Non-dimensional convection parameter [2.4.4]
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p Density (kg/m^) [2.2.3]

a Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/mVK‘̂) [2.1.2]

r  Non-dimensional time [2.4.1]

<t> Configuration factor [2.1.2]

X  Combustion efficiency [2.1.4]

w Non-dimensional parameter [2.4.4]

Subscripts

a Air [2.2.3]

c Critical [4.1]

/  Fuel [2.1.3]

f  Flashover [4.1]

forced Forced convection [2.1.2]

free  Free convection [2.1.2]

g Gas [2.2.3]

i Flashover index [5, 6]

0  Oxygen [2.1.3]

0  Mass flow rate out of compartment opening [2.2.3]

s Steady state [4.2]

V Ventilation transition [4.1]

0 Ambient [2.2.3]

1 Function 1

2 Function 2

X Derivative w .r.t x

X Derivative w .r.t X
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Superscripts

" Per unit area

Rate o f change 

* Equilibrium point [3.3]

k  Iterate number [3.3]

p  Predicted point [3.3]

p  Radiation feedback exponent [2.4.1]

Singular points and varieties

B Isola/transcritical variety [3.2]

Bj Isola/transcritical variety [3.2]

Bi2 Transition isola/transcritical variety [3.2] 

H Hysteresis variety for function 2 [3.2]

H, Hysteresis variety for function 1 [3.2]

Hi2 Transition hysteresis variety [3.2]

L Max area boundary [4.1.2]

Lg Comer bifurcation [4.1.2]

Lu Flashover threshold [4.1.2]

Lui Pi on flashover boundary [4.1.2]

Lu12 T ,2 on flashover boundary [4.1.2]

Li Pi on max area boundary [4.1.2]

Li2 Ti2 on max area boundary [4.1.2]

Oc Organizing centre [4.1]

Pi Fold point [2.3, 4.1]

Ti2 Function transition point [2.3, 4.1]
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Dear John

Flope that all is OK for Paul Holbom’s viva on Monday 13 June. I shall expect you for 
lunch at 12.30 as arranged.

Regarding the failed stick-slip proposal, as always I could critisize the review.

(a) We are trying to advance fundamental aspects of mathematics and therefore the need 
for practical relevance should not be the determining factor.

(b) I know all the references and some, if not all, were published after our meeting to 
write the proposal.

Looking forward to seeing you on Monday.

Yours sincerely ^


